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Colesville Pike/Route 29 (MD) Act 2: 74, 92;  Act 3: 108;  Notes: 283
Collegiate School (New York, NY) Act 2: 63
Collège de France Act 5: 217
Collier, James D. (Jim) Act 3: 104
Collins, Mrs. Act 3: 103
Colmar (FR) Act 5: 216
Colmar Manor (MD) Act 3: 108
colonialism Act 5: 218;  Notes: 293
Colorado (CO) Notes: 284
Colorado Boulevard (Pasadena, CA) Comment: 174
Colson, Charles (Chuck) Comment: 113;  Notes: 285
Columbia Country Club Act 2: 73, 80, 87
Columbia Trust Company Act 1: 31
Columbia University Act 4: 179
Columbian Steamship Company Act 2: 63;  Coda: 262
Comédie Humaine (Balzac) Act 3: 118;  Act 5: 192;  Notes: 286
commedia dell'arte Comment: 195
commencement, graduation Act 3: 105;  Act 6: 256
commodities trading Act 1: 45
communism Act 2: 86-87, 88
community, sense of Coda: 268, 272-73;  Comment: 268;  Nota Bene: 286, 299
"Concepts of Man" (Brown) Act 3: 111
Concord (MA) Act 6: 226
Condillac, Etienne Bonnot de 10;  Comment: 263;  Notes: 275
Confederacy Act 4: 160;  Comment: 160;  Nota Bene: 288
confession, autobiographical 13;  Notes: 276
Confessions (Augustine) 13;  Act 3: 124;  Epigraph: 142
Confessions (Rousseau) 13;  Coda: 267 
confirmation, Anglican Act 3: 106;  Notes: 284
Congo Act 3: 103
Congregational Church (Manchester, MA) Act 1: 27;  Comment: 29
Conley, James (Jim) Act 2: 70, 74
Connecticut (CT) Act 1: 26;  Act 2: 84
consciousness, social-class. See social-class 
consciousness
Act 1: 33
consciption lottery, 1969 Act 3: 113
Conseil Constitutionnel Act 5: 195
Consolidated Edison Act 1: 35
Consolidated Laundries Act 1: 31
constituonal ammendment, 18th (US) Act 1: 42
constitutional amendment, 14th (US) Comment: 160
consumer economy Act 2: 81, 85-86, 88-89
continental divide Act 4: 163
Controller of the Currency (US) Act 1: 48
Convent Chronicles (Winston-Allen) Act 5: 206;  Notes: 292
Copland, Aaron Act 5: 220;  Comment: 220
Coppertone Suntan Lotion Act 1: 24
Corbin, Alain Comment: 310
Cords, Paul Act 3: 106
Corinth (GR) Act 3: 115
Cornell University Act 3: 104, 105;  Act 6: 229
correspondence. See also letters. Act 5: 207;  Notes: 292
counter culture (1960s) Act 3: 109-10;  Notes: 284
Counter-Reformation Act 5: 208
Courbet, Gustave Act 4: 169
Course Performance Reports (Brown) Act 3: 112
Court Street (Newark, NJ) Act 1: 41
Covent Garden (London) Act 5: 189
Cozumel (MX) Act 2: 80
Cranach the Elder, Lucas Act 1: 41;  Notes: 279
Cranach the Younger, Lucas Act 1: 41;  Notes: 279
Creighton, William Forman Act 3: 106
Creole French Act 5: 209
Crete (GR) Act 3: 115
Crèvecoeur, J. Hector St. John de Epigraph: 23
Crisfield's (Silver Spring, MD) Act 2: 80, 93, 94
Cross and Blackwell's mint jelly Act 2: 60
Crossing Over (Currey) Act 3: 109
Crowder, Anna Mae Act 3: 130
Crowder, Orville Act 3: 129
Crystal Cove (CA) Act 4: 168
Cub Scouts 9;  Act 2: 87;  Act 3: 106
Cuba (CU) 13;  Act 2: 50, 77;  Coda: 261;  Comment: 13;  Dialogue: 21-22
cultural capital 5, 18; Act 2: 53; Act 5: 202, 214-15; Act 6: 230, 237, 248, 255-56; Coda: 
266-68, 271;  Comment: 55, 304, 307, 322;  Notes: 276, 293, 298
cultural patrimony Act 5: 194-95, 214-15
Cumberland Law School Act 4: 179
Cunningham, Jack Act 2: 68
Cunningham, June Act 2: 68
Currey, Allen E. Act 3: 104
Currey, Richard (Rich) Act 3: 109
curricular reform, higher education Act 3: 110, 116;  Act 4: 158-59, 177;  Act 6: 235, 245
D
d'Addio, Anna Cristina Comment: 270
d'Alembert, Jean le Rond, principle of Act 3: 110
DAAD (Deutscher Akademischer Austausch 
Dienst)
Act 4: 176
Dale Drive (Silver Spring, MD) 19
Dallas (TX) Act 4: 158, 180
Dallas Co. (TX) Act 4: 160
Dame aux Camélias (Dumas fils) Act 3: 108;  Coda: 262;  Comment: 108, 313;  Notes: 285
Dame aux Camélias, inscriptions in Comment: 108
Dante Alighieri Act 3: 124
Darling, Mary Act 3: 104
Darnton, Robert (Bob) Act 6: 230;  Notes: 295
Dartmouth College Act 3: 105;  Act 4: 178
Darwin, Charles Act 3: 124
David's Supermarket (Four Corners/Silver 
Spring, MD)
Act 3: 100
Davis, Patricia Brannan Act 2: 93;  Comment: 104
Davis, Robert Aubry (Bob, Bobby) Act 2: 93;  Act 3: 104;  Comment: 104
Dawes family Act 2: 91
Dawes, Donald Act 2: 91
DC Heath and Company Act 3: 120
de Gaulle, Charles Act 5: 190, 212
De Groot family Act 1: 33
"De la solitude" (Montaigne) Act 5: 198
"De l'expérience" (Montaigne) Act 6: 249;  Coda: 270
De Moesman (ship) Act 1: 33
Death of a Salesman (Miller) Act 2: 85;  Notes: 283
Debo, Angie Comment: 153;  Notes: 287
Debray, Régis Act 5: 196;  Notes: 292
decolonization, effects of Act 5: 209, 218;  Act 6: 255;  Nota Bene: 211
Defense Information School (Indianapolis,    
IN)
Act 3: 115
Delaware (DE) Act 1: 23
Delaware, University of Comment: 235
Delibes, Léo Act 5: 220;  Comment: 220
Dellastatious, Andrew (Mr. Dell) Act 2: 72-73
Dellastatious, Jack H. Act 2: 73
Dellastatious, Martha (Mattie) Act 2: 73
Delmonico's (New York, NY) Act 1: 49
Delors, Jacques Act 5: 211
Delphi (GR) Act 3: 115
Democratic National Conventions (1884, 
1892, 1896, 1904)
Act 1: 44
Democratic Party (NJ, US) Act 1: 44, 45;  Act 3: 113, 114
demographic trends Act 1: 27-28, 53;  Act 2: 70, 81;  Comment: 40;  Nota Bene: 278;  Notes: 
277, 278, 281, 282
Denmark (DK) Act 4: 166;  Comment: 270
Dennett, Daniel C. Act 3: 118
Dennison Manufacturing Company Act 2: 81;  Comment: 81
Dennison, Henry Sturgis Act 2: 81
Denver (CO) Act 4: 181
Département de la Seine (Paris) Act 5: 198-99
Département de la Seine, exclamation in ar- 
chives of
Act 5: 199
Department of Foreign Languages and 
Literatures (DFLL)
Act 6: 247
Depression, Great Act 1: 32, 54;  Act 2: 63, 67, 86, 88, 92;  Act 3: 126;  Act 4: 157, 162, 182;  
Coda: 265;  Nota Bene: 280;  Notes: 280, 288
Depression, Long Act 1: 42
Derge, David R. Act 6: 228;  Dialogue: 258
Descartes, René Act 3: 116, 124;  Notes: 285
Deshazo, Joanne Bono Coda: 260
Deutsche Welle Act 4: 174
Dewey, John Act 6: 229, 242;  Notes: 296
DFLL (Department of Foreign Languages        
and Literatures)
Act 6: 247
Diane de France Act 5: 207
diaries 11;  Act 1: 32-33, 50;  Act 2: 67;  Act 5: 194, 203;  Notes: 277, 281
diaspora Comment: 40
Dick, Ernst Act 4: 176
Dickens, Charles Act 2: 72;  Act 6: 227;  Coda: 262;  Comment: 227
Dickinson, Emily Act 3: 120;  Notes: 286, 297
Dijon (FR) Act 3: 103
Dill (OK) Act 4: 161
Dior, Christian Act 1: 23
Disciples of Christ (Christian Churches) Act 3: 122
Discours sur la Méthode (Descartes) Act 3: 116, 124
Divine Comedy (Dante) Act 3: 124;  Notes: 298
Divine, John Act 3: 127
Dixon, James Act 2: 75
Dixon, Jeane L. Act 2: 75;  Notes: 282
Dobozy, Maria Act 4: 176;  Notes: 289
doctoral dissertation (JSA) Act 3: 119-20;  Act 5: 192
doctoral dissertation (Winston-Allen) Act 4: 176-77
Domingo, Placido Act 5: 199
Dominic of Prussia Epigraph: 97;  Comment: 340;  Notes: 284
Dominicans Act 5: 206
Don's Texaco (Enid, OK) Act 3: 125;  Comment: 125
Donlea, Michael (Mike) Comment: 253
Donne, John Act 6: 226;  Notes: 294
Doublet-Vaudoyer, Daphné Act 5: 194-195, 203, 220;  Notes: 292
Doublet, Pierre Act 5: 195
Douglas Aircraft Company Act 4: 164
Douglas, Stephen A. Act 6: 227
Douglass, Frederick Act 1: 25
Doyle, Gayle Dialogue: 132
Doyle, Glenn Act 3: 122, 129;  Comment: 125;  Dialogue: 131-32;  Finale: 274
drama. See theater. Act 3: 120
Dublin, Thomas Act 3: 121
Duisburg (BRD) Act 4: 174
Duke University Act 3: 104, 105
Dumas fils, Alexandre Act 3: 108;  Act 5: 199;  Coda: 262;  Comment: 108, 313;  Notes: 285
Dürer, Albrecht Act 1: 41;  Notes: 279
Dust Bowl days Act 3: 126;  Act 4: 157;  Coda: 265
Dutch Church, Reformed Protestant of New 
York
Act 1: 33
Dwight School (Englewood, NJ) Act 2: 65, 66
dynamics, principle of Act 3: 110
E
e-Bay Act 1: 43
earthquakes Act 6: 228;  Notes: 295
East Orange (NJ) Act 1: 32, 39, 51, 52;  Act 2: 63, 64
Easter Act 2: 60, 79, 94
Eastern Oklahoma State College Act 4: 175
Eastern Shore (MD) Act 1: 23-25
Eastman School of Music Act 3: 124
Eaton family Act 1: 24, 25;  Act 5: 190
Eaton, Daniel (Danny) Act 1: 24, 57
Eaton, Françoise (Cookie) Act 1: 24
Eaton, Margot Act 1: 24
Eaton, Marguerite, Mrs. Act 1: 24-25, 57
Eaton, Michelle Act 1: 24
Eaton, Monique Act 1: 24
Eaton, Pierre Act 1: 24
Eaton, Richard Act 1: 24;  Comment: 24
Eaton, Richard, Jr. (Dickie) Act 1: 24
Eau Sauvage, eau de toilette Act 1: 23
Eco, Umberto Nota Bene: 296
Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences So-      
ciales (Paris)
Act 5: 194, 217
Edelblut Drive (Silver Spring, MD) Act 2: 70
Eder, Douglas (Doug) Act 6: 233
Edinburgh (Scotland, UK) Act 5: 204;  Act 6: 224
Educating Rita (Russell) Act 6: 255;  Notes: 297
education, higher. See individual institu-     
tions by name.
Act 3: 99, 109, 110;  Act 4: 157-58;  Act 5: 217-18;  Act 6: 231-36;  Coda: 
266;  Comment: 327;  Notes: 285, 288, 295, 298
education, public. See public education. 5
Edwards, Roberta (Bobbie) Act 3: 127
Edwardsville (IL) Act 6: 227
ego-document. See writing the self. Coda: 266
Eguisheim (FR) Act 5: 216
Eiffel Tower (Paris) Act 5: 192, 214
Eire, Carlos Comment: 13;  Dialogue: 21
Eire, Juan Francisco (Judge, Louis XVI) Dialogue: 21
Eisenhauer, Dwight D. Act 3: 107
Eiseley, Loren Act 3: 110
Ekegren, Christine Act 2: 52, 66, 68
El Paso (TX) Act 4: 163, 165
Elberon (NJ) Act 1: 48
Eliot, John Act 1: 35
Eliot, T[homas] S[tearns] Act 6: 253;  Epigraph: 224;  Notes: 294
Elks Club (Pasadena, CA) Act 4: 170
Ellis Island (NY) Comment: 331
Emerson family Act 4: 155-56;  Coda: 270;  Notes: 287
Emerson, Benjamin Kendall Act 4: 155;  Notes: 287
Emerson, Bufford Act 4: 155
Emerson, Elisha Act 4: 155, 156;  Notes: 287
Emerson, Katherine Act 4: 155, 156
Emerson, Lemuel Act 4: 155
Emerson, Ralph Waldo 19;  Act 4: 155-56;  Comment: 215;  Notes: 276, 287
Emerson, Thomas Act 4: 155
Emory University Act 3: 124
emphysema Act 2: 84;  Notes: 283
Endecott, John Act 1: 25
England (UK) Act 1: 25, 27;  Act 2: 65;  Act 4: 155, 160, 262
Englewood (NJ) Act 2: 65
English, Department of (SIUC) Act 5: 193
Enid (OK) 16;  Act 3: 122-26;  Dialogue: 131-32, 186;  Illustration: 129, 141;  
Notes: 286
Enlightenment, 18th-century Act 3: 119;  Act 6: 232;  Coda: 271
environmental consciousness Act 2: 87;  Act 3: 107;  Act 6: 253-54;  Nota Bene: 250;  Notes: 284
Epidaurus (GR) Act 3: 115
epigraphs (quotations, commentary) 5, 9;  Acknowledgements: 342;  Act 1: 23;  Act 2: 60;  Act 3: 97;  Act 4: 
152;  Act 5: 188;  Act 6: 224;  Coda: 260;  Comment: 3, 275;  Notes: 275, 
276, 287, 290, 294, 297, 299;  References: 300 
Episcopal Church (Anglican Communion) Act 2: 75-76;  Act 3: 106;  Coda: 262;  Notes: 282, 298
"Epître III. A M. Arnauld" (Boileau) Epigraph: 5;  Notes: 275
ERASMUS program Act 5: 217
Escarpit, Robert Act 5: 194
Eshenbach Caranova Act 3: 98
"Esprit Ascendant" (Bensky), ill. 7 Act 3: 99;  Illustration: 99, 140, 196;  Notes: 284, 294
Essex Co. (NJ) Act 1: 46
Estée Lauder Companies Coda: 261
Ethiopia Comment: 40
ethnic diversity Act 1: 53-54;  Act 2: 89-91;  Act 3: 105;  Act 5: 209, 213-14;  Coda: 232;  
Notes: 280, 292
Eugene (Oregon) Act 6: 253
Eugénie Grandet (Balzac) Act 5: 191
Euro-Disney Park (FR) Act 5: 210
Europe Act 1: 30, 54;  Act 2: 65;  Act 3: 118;  Act 4: 173, 174, 176;  Act 5: 201, 
206, 211, 215, 217-18;  Coda: 229, 268;  Dialogue: 186;  Nota Bene: 299;  
Notes: 283, 286, 292, 293
European Commission Act 5: 211-12
"European Gothic" (private collection), ill. 16 Coda: 265;  Dialogue: 150;  Illustration: 149, 265
European Union (EU) Act 5: 211, 212, 216-18;  Notes: 293
existentialism Act 5: 201;  Comment: 231;  Notes: 292, 295
Experimental College (Tufts) Act 3: 117
Express (French news magazine) Act 5: 195
exquisite corpse, metaphor of 6, 19, 20;  Acknowledgements: 342;  Comment: 304, 333;  Finale: 274
"Exultation is the Going" (Dickinson) Notes: 297
F
Faculty Association (SIUC) Act 6: 239
Faculty Senate (SIUC) Act 6: 238-40
Fairmont Cemetery (Newark, NJ) Act 1: 43;  Notes: 279
faith traditions 15-16;  Act 2: 67, 83, 84;  Act 4: 156-57, 185;  Coda: 271-72;  Dia-  
logue: 95-96, 187, 222-23
Falls Creek Bible Camp (OK) Act 4: 167
"Family Portrait" (Ankers), ill. 1 9;  Dialogue: 150, 151;  Illustration: 9, 134
family, history of the Act 1: 27;  Act 2: 67;  Nota Bene: 67;  Notes: 277
Faner Hall (SIUC) Act 6: 227, 243
Fang, Mary Act 3: 104
Fanning, Charles (Charlie) Act 6: 229;  Notes: 295
Farmington (NM) Act 4: 185
Farrakhan, Louis Act 6: 232
Fascism, Italian Act 2: 66
Faulkner, William Act 4: 160;  Dialogue: 96;  Nota Bene: 288;  Notes: 284, 288
Faust (Goethe) Act 2: 88;  Act 6: 230;  Coda: 269;  Notes: 298
Federal Trust Company (Newark, NJ) Act 1: 44, 48
Feinbaum, Paula Act 3: 102;  Comment: 102
"Felix the Cat" (TV series) Act 4: 171
Fête de la Musique Act 5: 189
fiction (prose fiction) Act 3: 120;  Notes: 299
Fields, James T. Act 1: 26
Fille de Roland (Bornier) Comment: 215
"Fille Romaine à la Fontaine" (Bonnat) Act 4: 159
film. See also musicals by name. Act 2: 67, 91, 92;  Act 5: 199;  Act 6: 256;  Notes: 283
Fine family Coda: 266
"Fine Moment" (private collection), ill. 6 Act 2: 83;  Dialogue: 150;  Illustration: 83, 139
Fine, D. Daniel (Danny) Act 4: 175-76
Fine, Henry Act 4: 175, 176;  Notes: 289
Fine, Ray Act 4: 176
Finland Comment: 270
Fire Next Time (Baldwin) Act 3: 110
Fitzgerald, F. Scott Act 1: 32;  Notes: 277
Five Civilized Tribes Dialogue: 186
Flatland (Abbott) Act 3: 103
Flaubert, Gustave Act 3: 118;  Act 5: 194, 203;  Notes: 286
Fleming, Renée Act 5: 219;  Notes: 293
Fleming, William Act 6: 255;  Notes: 297
Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy   
(Tufts)
Act 3: 117;  Comment: 119
Flint Hills (KS) Notes: 287
Florence (IT) Act 2: 66
Florence (SC) Act 2: 73
Florida (FL) Act 1: 53;  Act 2: 74, 80, 83, 84
flowers Act 3: 97-99, 130;  Act 5: 210;  Coda: 264;  Comment: 340;  Epigraph:    97
food Act 2: 60-62; 80-81, 93-94;  Act 4: 175;  Coda: 264;  Epigraph: 60;  
Notes: 280, 283
Forbes, Esther Act 3: 103
Ford, Gerald R. Comment: 150
Ford, Herbert (Herb) Act 2: 70
Foreign Languages and Literatures, Depart-  
ment of (DFLL) SIUC
Act 6: 247
Forster, E[dward] M[organ] 13;  Notes: 276
Forster, Israel Comment: 333
Fort Benjamin Harrison (Indianapolis, IN) Act 3: 114
Fort Dodge (KS) Act 4: 157
Fort Hunt Road (Alexandria, VA) Act 2: 69
Fortune Magazine Comment: 90
Foster, Reginald H. (Reggie) Act 2: 73
Foucault, Michel Act 6: 256;  Nota Bene: 298;  Notes: 297
Foucault's Pendulum (Eco) Nota Bene: 296
Four Corners (Silver Spring, MD) Act 3: 100
Fowler, Carol A. Act 3: 127-28, 129;  Notes: 287
Fradon, Dana Acknowledgements: 342;  Act 6: 247;  Illustration: 147, 247 
Framingham (MA) Comment: 81
France (FR) Act 1: 24, 55;  Act 2: 65, 66;  Act 3: 115, 117, 118, 119, 121;  Act 4: 173;  
Act 5: 188ff.;  Coda: 262, 265;  Comment: 270, 322;  Nota Bene: 293, 
299;  Notes: 291, 293, 294
Franco-American relations Act 5: 212-15;  Comment: 215;  Notes: 292-93
Frankfurt-am-Main (BRD) Act 6: 224
Franklin, Benjamin Act 5: 215
Franklin, John Hope Coda: 270;  Notes: 298
Fred and Harry's (Four Corners, MD) Act 2: 80, 81
Free French Act 5: 212
Freemasonry Act 1: 34, 35;  Act 5: 193, 203-04;  Act 6: 249;  Comment: 29;  Notes: 
278, 292
Freemasonry, history of French Act 5: 203, 204;  Notes: 292
Freiburg-im-Breisgau (BRD) 16;  Act 5: 200, 206, 216, 219, 220, 224;  Act 6: 249;  Comment: 207, 316;  
Dialogue: 222
Freiburg, Mr. and Mrs. Act 2: 72
Freiburg, Universität Act 5: 201;  Comment: 207
French and Indian War Act 1: 26
French Model Act 5: 211
French Republic, Fifth Act 5: 212-13
French Republic, Second Dialogue: 7
French Republican principles Act 5: 213-14
Freudian theories, applied Act 3: 127;  Act 6: 248
Friedman, Thomas L. Coda: 269;  Notes: 298
Frisco Bar (Enid, OK) Dialogue: 131
Front National Act 5: 211
frontier expansion, American Act 4: 153-54, 156
Frost, Robert Comment: 17;  Notes: 276
Fulbright Fellowship Act 3: 128, 129
Fuentes, Norberto Nota Bene: 276
Fuller Theological Seminary Act 4: 169
Fuller, R. Buckminster Act 6: 227
Fund for the Improvement of Post-Second-   
ary Education (FIPSE)
Act 3: 124
funerals 15;  Act 1: 43, 48, 52;  Act 2: 83, 84-85, 94;  Act 4: 174
Furlong, Henrietta Act 1: 38;  Comment: 63;  Notes: 281
G
Gaddis, Mrs. Act 3: 103
Galbraith, John Kenneth Nota Bene: 280
Gallop (NM) Act 4: 185
Galway (IR) Act 1: 44
Gandhi, Mahatma Act 6: 232
Gardiner, C. Harvey Act 6: 229
Gardner, John Act 6: 228, 246;  Dialogue: 258-59;  Finale: 274;  Notes: 294, 297
Gardner, Mrs. Act 3: 103
Garfield, James A. Act 1: 48
Garga. See Allen, Louie Sutherland. Act 1: 39
Garland, Judy (Frances Ethel Gumm) Act 2: 67
Gaspard, Dora Act 4: 173;  Notes: 289
Gaspard, Leon Act 4: 173;  Notes: 289
Gateway Drive (Silver Spring, MD) Act 2: 90
Gatley, H. Prescott (Pres) Act 2: 73
Gautier, Théophile Act 5: 190ff.;  Comment: 190;  Notes: 291
Gazette (Silver Spring, MD) Illustration: 138
Geismar, Alain Act 5: 193;  Notes: 291
General Frankie (Beers) Act 1: 36
General Motors Corporation Act 1: 51
General Tire Company Act 4: 165
Genesis Act 6: 252
Geneva Conventions Act 5: 213
"Geneviève Bréton" (Regnault), ill. 11 Act 5: 194;  Dialogue: 151;  Illustration: 144, 194;  Notes: 291
Georgetown (MD) Act 1: 23
Georgetown University Act 3: 104;  Act 5: 195;  Comment: 195
Georgia (GA, US) Act 3: 108
Georgia Avenue (Silver Spring, MD) Act 2: 92
German Savings Bank (Newark, NJ) Act 1: 41
German-Americans Act 1: 40-43;  Comment: 40;  Dialogue: 59
Germany (BRD) Act 1: 40, 42, 49, 51, 55;  Act 2: 65, 66, 92;  Act 3: 115, 128;  Act 4: 152, 
161, 174;  Act 5: 195, 198, 199-201, 214, 216, 219;  Coda: 260, 262, 265;  
Comment: 270;  Dialogue: 131
Gettysburg (PA) Act 1: 34;  Act 2: 74
GI Bill (1944) Act 6: 227
Giant City State Park (IL) Act 6: 250
Giants in the Earth (Rölvaag) Epigraph: 152
Gifford's Ice Cream (Silver Spring, MD) Act 2: 60
Gift of Prophecy (Montgomery) Act 2: 75;  Notes: 282
Gilbert, David G. Act 6: 248;  Notes: 296
Gilded Age Act 1: 42, 52;  Coda: 267
Gilhool, Miss Act 3: 101
Gilmore, W.A. Act 4: 156;  Notes: 288
Gilpin, Clark Act 3: 122
Girl Scouts of America Act 2: 87
Glaser, Gary Act 3: 102;  Comment: 102
Glass Menagerie (Williams) Coda: 270;  Notes: 298
globalization Coda: 260-63
Globe Theater (London) Act 4: 172
"Glory of the Seas" (Patterson), ill. 3 Act 1: 32;  Act 2: 71;  Coda: 263;  Dialogue: 150;  Illustration: 32, 136, 
263;  Notes: 277, 298
Gloucester (MA) Act 1: 27
Godreau, Monsieur Act 5: 191
Goethe-Institut Act 4: 174;  Notes: 289
Goethe-Institut instructor Act 4: 174
Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von Act 2: 88;  Act 6: 230;  Coda: 269;  Epigraph: 260;  Notes: 297, 298
gold conspiracy Act 1: 31
Goldstein, Jan E. Notes: 286
Gone with the Wind (film) Act 2: 91;  Act 4: 169;  Notes: 283
Gordon College Act 1: 31
Gore, Albert Arnold, Jr. (Al) Act 3: 114
Gorham silverware Act 2: 50
gospels. See also apostle names. 15;  Act 3: 97;  Act 4: 156;  Notes: 285, 288, 294
Gould, Jason (Jay) Act 1: 31
Grace Church (Newark, NJ) Act 1: 37
Graduate Council (SIUC) Act 6: 239-40
Graduate Record Examination Act 3: 116
Grady Memorial Hospital (Atlanta, GA) Act 3: 107
Grand Orient de France Act 5: 204
Grandes Ecoles, French Act 5: 217
Grant, Thomas (Tom) Comment: 253
Grapes of Wrath (Steinbeck) Act 3: 108;  Act 4: 182;  Nota Bene: 290;  Notes: 290
Grawe, Christian Act 5: 199, 200
Grawe, Henri Act 5: 200
Grawe, Philipp Act 5: 200
Grawe, Ursula (Uschi) Act 5: 199, 200
Gray, Anne Act 3: 102, 126;  Comment: 102
Gray, Mildred (Millie) Act 2: 74
Gray, Peter (Pete) Act 2: 74;  Notes: 282
Great Gatsby (Fitzgerald) Act 1: 32;  Notes: 277
Great Lakes Naval Station (IL) Act 3: 114-15
Great Tribulation Act 4: 164
Greece (GR) Act 3: 115-16
Green Party (BRD) Comment: 207
Greencastle Country Club Act 2: 73, 87
Greenland (DK) Coda: 261
Gregorian chant Act 5: 201
Grendel (Gardner) Dialogue: 258;  Notes: 297 
Grindelwald (CH) Illustration: 149, 265
Guadacanal Act 2: 68
guilds, medieval Notes: 295
Gunderson, Frank Acknowledgements: 342;  Act 6: 253;  Comment: 231;  Notes: 291, 295
Gűnterstal (Freiburg) Act 5: 200
Guthrie, Arlo Act 3: 110
Guyana Comment: 40
Guymon (OK) Act 4: 184
Guyon, John C. Act 6: 237;  Notes: 295
H
Haber, Katherine Elizabeth ( Kathy) Act 3: 126
habitus (Bourdieu) Act 5: 215;  Notes: 293
Hackney's (Atlantic City, NJ) Act 2: 93
Hahn, Steven Act 3: 121
Halliburton Corporation Act 4: 177
Halsey and Smith Act 1: 44
Hamburger, Jeffrey F. Act 5: 201
Hamer family Act 4: 160
Hamer, Anderson Act 4: 160;  Comment: 160;  Nota Bene: 288;  Notes: 288
Hamer, Estalee Act 4: 160
Hamer, John Hicks Act 4: 160
Hamer, Parralee Sartain Act 4: 160
Hamilton (MA) Act 1: 27
Hamlet (Shakespeare) Act 3: 97, 130;  Notes: 284, 287
Handlin, Oscar Act 3: 121;  Notes: 286
Hanover Co. (VA) Act 4: 159
Hardung-Backes, Michael Act 5: 199
Hareven, Tamara K. Act 3: 121;  Notes: 286
Harmel family Act 2: 91
Harper's Magazine Act 4: 178
Harper's Weekly Act 1: 36, 46
Harris Co. (TX) Act 4: 157
Harrisburg (PA) Act 1: 34
Harry Potter in France Act 5: 210;  Notes: 293
Hart-Celler Act (1965) Act 3: 105;  Comment: 40
Harte, Bret Act 3: 108
Harvard University Act 3: 113, 116, 117;  Act 5: 201, 230;  Comment: 119
Harvey, George B.M. (Colonel) Act 1: 46
Hassam, William Act 1: 28
Hastings-on-the-Hudson (NY) Act 2: 68
Hause, Steven C. Act 6: 230;  Notes: 295
Havana (CU) 13;  Act 2: 65
Hawaii (HI) Act 2: 78, 80, 82;  Comment: 29
Hawkes, John Act 3: 111
Hazeltine, Barrett Act 3: 112;  Notes: 285
heart attack (myocardial infarction) Act 1: 39, 52
heart disease Act 4: 170;  Comment: 71;  Notes: 289
Hébrard, Jean Act 5: 194;  Illustration: 144
Heffner, Ray L. Act 3: 110
Heilbrun, Carolyn 12;  Nota Bene: 15;  Notes: 275
Heine, Heinrich 12;  Notes: 275
Heinz, Augustus Act 1: 48
Helpbringer, Lynn Act 4: 165
Hemingway, Ernest 13;  Act 2: 68;  Dialogue: 22;  Nota Bene: 276;  Notes: 276
Henderson, Eleanor Act 3: 104
Henri II de France Act 5: 207
Henry, Patrick Act 4: 160
Heraclitus of Ephesus 15;  Notes: 276
heraldic devices / coats of arms Act 2: 89;  Notes: 298
Hernani (Hugo) Act 5: 208
Hewlett Foundation, William and Flora Act 6: 235;  Comment: 235
Hickman, Larry A. Act 6: 229;  Notes: 295
High Street (Newark, NJ) Act 1: 41-42;  Act 2: 91
High Window (Chandler) Act 4: 171
Higher Learning Commission (HLC) Act 6: 246;  Comment: 246
Hill, Gottlieb Act 1: 40
Hill, Ira Act 2: 67;  Notes: 281
Hillandale Elementary (Silver Spring, MD) Act 3: 100-03
Hillmann, Travis Act 3: 104
Hirsch, E[ric] D[onald], Jr. Coda: 271;  Notes: 298
Hirschfeld, Abraham (Abe) Act 3: 112
Hirschfeld, Elie Act 3: 112;  Notes: 285
historiography 5-6, 10, 12, 19-20;  Act 3: 120;  Dialogue: 259;  Epigraph: 9; Nota Bene: 
6;  Notes: 275
history (historiography) Act 3: 120;  Comment: 304, 329;  Nota Bene: 283;  Notes: 275, 299
History, Department of (SIUC) Act 6: 229
HLC (Higher Learning Commission) Act 6: 246;  Comment: 246
Hobart Democrat Chief Act 4: 161
Hobbes, Thomas Act 1: 28;  Notes: 277
Hoefel, Ingrid Act 5: 199, 200-01, 216
Hoefel, Werner Act 5: 199, 200-01;  Comment: 200
Hoffmann, Stanley Act 3: 117
Hogan and Hartson Comment: 104
Holbein the Elder, Hans Act 1: 41;  Notes: 279
Holbein the Younger, Hans Act 1: 41;  Notes: 279
Holiday Heights (Norman, OK) Act 4: 180
Holland-Williams, Renae Act 3: 102
Hollis (OK) Act 4: 157, 163
Hollywood in France Act 5: 210
Holmes, Oliver Wendell 26;  Comment: 215
Holocaust (Shoah) 11;  Act 2: 90;  Notes: 283
Holy Sepulchre Cemetery (Newark, NJ) Act 1: 49
Homer 15;  Act 6: 257;  Notes: 276
Homer Laughlin Eggshell Nautilus Act 3: 98
Homestead Hotel (Hot Springs, VA) Act 1: 50
"Homeward Bound" (private collection),        
ill. 15
Coda: 260;  Dialogue: 151;  Illustration: 148, 260
"Honni soit qui mal y pense" (Sir Gawain) Act 6: 238
Honolulu (HI) Act 2: 78
Hooks, Jamal Act 6: 231-232;  Notes: 295
Hoon, Miss Act 3: 103
Hooper family Act 1: 27;  Dialogue: 58
Hooper, Lydia Act 1: 27
Hooper, Robert L.  Act 1: 26;  Illustration: 1, 26;  Notes: 277
Hopkins, Gerard Manley Act 6: 225;  Dialogue: 151;  Notes: 284, 294
Hopper, Edward Act 4: 181
Horace (Quintus Horatius Flaccus) Act 6: 256;  Notes: 297
Horton, "FaFa" Act 3: 100
Horton, Frank E. Act 6: 228
Hot Springs (VA) Act 1: 50
House, Edward M. (Colonel) Act 1: 42;  Notes: 279
Houston (TX) Act 4: 157
Howell, T.P. (Company) Act 1: 44
Hudson Street (New York, NY) Act 1: 34
Hughes, H. Stuart Act 3: 121
Hughes, James W. Nota Bene: 278
Hughes, William Act 1: 48
Hugo, Victor Act 5: 191, 208
Hull, Terry Act 3: 116
human capital Coda: 266
humanities, crisis in the Act 3: 117, 120, 121;  Notes: 285
Humphery, Hubert H. Act 3: 113;  Comment: 113;  Notes: 285
Hunan Manor (Silver Spring, MD) Act 2: 81
Hundertwasser Museum (Vienna) Coda: 261;  Notes: 298
Hungary Coda: 260
Huntington Museum (San Marino, CA) Act 4: 169;  Comment: 174
Hurley, G. Douglas (Doug) Act 3: 104
Hurricane Katrina Act 6: 254;  Notes: 297
hurricane, 1822 Act 1: 34
hurricane, 1938 Act 1: 38;  Notes: 275
Hutter, Emily Bono Coda: 260-61;  Illustration: 148, 260;  Notes: 298
Hutter, Harald Coda: 260, 261;  Illustration: 148, 260
Huxley, Aldous Act 3: 105
I
IBHE (Illinois Board of Higher Education) Act 6: 246;  Notes: 297
identity, national. See national identity. 5
Ignatius of Loyola Coda: 263;  Comment: 263
Ile de la Cité (Paris) Nota Bene: 296
Illinois (IL) Act 2: 53;  Act 3: 113, 114;  Act 6: 224, 226-27, 240, 241, 249;  Com-
ment: 227, 319;  Dialogue: 95, 187, 258;  Notes: 294
Illinois Board of Higher Education (IBHE) Act 6: 246;  Notes: 297
Illinois Central Railroad Act 6: 227
Illinois, Chicago, University of Act 5: 192
Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, University of (U 
of I)
Act 6: 227
illustration 1 ("Family Portrait") 9;  Dialogue: 150, 151;  Illustration: 9, 134
illustration 2 ("Jessie and Jimmy") 18; Dialogue: 151;  Illustration: 18, 135
illustration 3 ("Glory of the Seas") Act 1: 32;  Coda: 263;  Dialogue: 150;  Illustration: 136, 263 
illustration 4 ("Krueger-Scott Mansion") Act 1: 56;  Comment: 320;  Dialogue: 150;  Illustration: 137
illustration 5 ("Living Room") Act 2: 72;  Illustration: 72, 138
illustration 6 ("Fine Moment") Act 2: 83;  Dialogue: 150;  Illustration: 83, 139
illustration 7 ("Esprit Ascendant") Act 3: 99;  Act 5: 196;  Dialogue: 151;  Illustration: 99, 140, 196
illustration 8 ("American Gothic") Act 3: 129;  Dialogue: 150;  Illustration: 129, 141
illustration 9 ("New Mexico Landscape") Act 4: 154;  Dialogue: 150;  Illustration: 142, 154
illustration 10 ("Winston Family Farm") Act 4: 161;  Dialogue: 150;  Illustration: 143, 161
illustration 11 ("Geneviève Bréton") Act 5: 194;  Dialogue: 151;  Illustration: 144, 194;  Notes: 291
illustration 12 ("St. Francis and the Sheep") Act 5: 206;  Dialogue: 151;  Illustration: 145, 206
illustration 13 ("In the Woods") Act 6: 224;  Dialogue: 150;  Illustration: 146, 224
illustration 14 ("Realists vs. Idealists") Acknowledgements: 342;  Act 6: 247;  Dialogue: 151;  Illustration: 147, 
247
illustration 15 ("Homeward Bound") Coda: 260;  Dialogue: 151;  Illustration: 148, 260
illustration 16 ("European Gothic") Coda: 265;  Dialogue: 150;  Illustration: 149, 265
illustration titlepage ("Lonely Day at Singing 
Beach")
Act 1: 25, 26;  Illustration: 1, 26;  Notes: 277 
"Illustrious Ancestors" (Levertov) 14;  Notes: 276
Immanuel Baptist Church (Pasadena, CA) Act 4: 169, 184
Immense Journey (Eiseley) Act 3: 110
immigration 5, 14;  Act 1: 25, 30, 33, 39, 40, 48, 54;  Act 2: 89-90;  Act 3: 105;  Act 4: 
161;  Act 5: 195-96, 201, 209, 211;  Act 6: 255;  Coda: 262, 263-64, 265;  
Comment: 55, 63, 331;  Illustration: 149, 265;  Nota Bene: 36, 44, 299;  
Notes: 280, 292, 297
Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) Act 4: 163, 170, 182
In the Public Eye (JSA) Act 3: 125;  Notes: 286
In the Solitude of My Soul (Bréton) Act 5: 194
"In the Woods" (private collection), ill. 13 Act 6: 224;  Dialogue: 150;  Illustration: 146, 224
Independence Day / July 4th Act 2: 60, 74-75, 94
Independent Royal Arch Lodge (New York, 
NY), inscription from
Act 1: 34;  Notes: 278
Indian Removal Act (1830) Dialogue: 186
Indian River Bay (MD) Act 1: 23
Indianapolis (Indiana) Act 3: 114
individual agency 5;  Act 3: 106-29;  Act 4: 165-79, 182-84;  Act 5: 197-98, 201-02, 205;  
Comment: 302, 304, 322;  Nota Bene: 203, 298, 299
inequality, socio-economic (FR) Act 5: 210-11;  Nota Bene: 299
inequality, socio-economic (global) Coda: 267-68
inequality, socio-economic (US) Act 1: 40, 54-55;  Act 2: 89-90;  Comment: 55, 86, 331;  Nota Bene: 36, 
280;  Notes: 280, 283
inerrancy, biblical Act 4: 156, 164, 180;  Notes: 287
influenza. See Spanish flu. Act 1: 52;  Notes: 280
Inglewood (CA) Act 4: 165
inland waterway, Atlantic Act 1: 24
Institut de France Act 5: 194
Institut du Monde Arabe Act 5: 218
Internal Revenue Service (IRS) Act 3: 129
International Congress of Medieval Studies Act 5: 205;  Notes: 292
Internet / World Wide Web 11;  Act 6: 249;  Coda: 266;  Comment: 299
intertstate highway system Act 3: 107;  Notes: 285
Iowa, University of Act 3: 116
Ipswich (MA) Act 4: 155
IQ (intelligence quotient) Act 4: 152
Iraklion (GR) Act 3: 115
Iran Comment: 40
Iraq, US invasion of Act 5: 213
Ireland (IR) Act 1: 30, 44;  Coda: 262;  Comment: 63
Irish-Americans Act 1: 43-48;  Comment: 40, 48, 63;  Dialogue: 59
IRS (Internal Revenue Service) Act 3: 129
Irving (CA) Act 4: 181
Irving Trust Company Act 1: 31, 64, 68
Isenberg, Byron Act 3: 104
Islam Act 5: 213-14;  Act 6: 232
Israel Act 3: 105
Italy (IT) Act 1: 30;  Act 2: 66;  Act 3: 115
J
Jackson State University Act 3: 113
Jackson, Gabriel Act 3: 121
Jackson, John S., III Act 6: 239;  Notes: 296
Jacoff, Rachel Act 3: 124
James River (VA) Act 1: 30
James, Henry Act 5: 190, 215, 220;  Act 6: 236;  Notes: 291, 293, 295
Jay, Martin (Downcast Eyes) Notes: 287
Jazz Age / Roaring '20s Act 1: 37;  Act 2: 67, 85
Jefferson, Thomas Act 5: 215;  Act 6: 252;  Comment: 215;  Notes: 297
Jeoffereyes Creek (MA) Act 1: 25
Jessie 17-18;  Act 3: 102;  Coda: 266
"Jessie and Jimmy" (private collection), ill. 2 18;  Dialogue: 151;  Illustration: 18, 135
Jester, Robert (Bobby) Act 2: 81;  Notes: 282
Jesus of Nazareth Act 3: 97;  Dialogue: 151
Jet Propulsion Laboratory Act 4: 172
Jewish-Americans Act 2: 74, 89-91;  Act 3: 102;  Act 4: 175-76
Jim Crow Laws (US) Act 2: 54, 90
Job, book of Act 4: 176-77;  Notes: 289
jogging Act 6: 224-25, 254
Johansen, Barbara Act 4: 165-66
Johansen, Darcy Act 4: 165-66
Johansen, James (Jimmy) Act 4: 165-66
Johansen, Arthur Act 4: 165
John, apostle/gospel of 15                                                                                                                   .
Johnny Tremain (Forbes) Act 3: 103
Johnson families Coda: 266, 270
Johnson, Harriet Allen Act 1: 29
Johnson, James H. (Jim) Act 5: 215;  Act 6: 230;  Notes: 293, 295
Johnson, Mark L. Act 6: 252;  Notes: 297
Johnson, Roland Act 2: 89
Johnson, Sandra (Sandy) Act 5: 252;  Dialogue: 132
Jones, Joe R. Act 3: 122, 125
Jones, Rodney Act 6: 229;  Notes: 295
Jones, Stephen Act 3: 126;  Notes: 287
Jonesboro (IL) Act 6: 227
Jordan, Kathy Act 2: 92
Journal of Family History Act 3: 120, 121
Journals (Emerson) Comment: 215
Joxe, Pierre Act 5: 195;  Notes: 291
Joy of Cooking (Becker & Rombauer) Act 2: 62;  Epigraph: 60
Joyce, James Act 3: 111
JSA (James Smith Allen) Notes: 284, 285, 286, 291, 292, 296
Judt, Tony (Postwar) Nota Bene: 283;  Notes: 283, 286, 293
July 4th / Independence Day Act 2: 60, 74-75, 94
K
Kaiser Permamente Comment: 29
Kaiserstuhl (BRD) Act 5: 216
Kalamazoo (Michigan) Act 5: 205;  Notes: 292
Kandinski, Wassily Act 5: 202
Kansas (KS) Act 4: 164;  Coda: 260;  Notes: 287
Kansas City (MO) Coda: 260, 261
Kansas, University of (KU) Act 4: 176, 177;  Coda: 260
Kant, Immanuel Act 6: 231, 256;  Coda: 271;  Notes: 297, 298
Kaplan, Alice Comment: 322;  Notes: 286
Karachi (PK) 10
Karlsruhe (BRD) Act 1: 40
Karr, Jean-Baptiste Alphonse 6;  Dialogue: 7-8, 21;  Finale: 274;  Notes: 275
Kemon, Elizabeth (Betty) Act 2: 74
Kemon, Solon B. (Sobie) Act 2: 73
Kempf family Coda: 266
Kempf, Henry Arthur (Hank) Act 2: 78, 84, 90
Kempf, Marie-Louise Allen (Weezie) 9;  Acknowledgements: 342;  Act 1: 23;  Act 2: 68, 77, 78, 84, 90, 93;  Act 
3: 102;  Illustration: 9, 83, 134, 139
Kennesaw Mountain Act 3: 108
Kent State University Act 3: 113
Kerkam, Eleanor Act 2: 74
Kerkam, John F. (Jack) Act 2: 73
Kerney, James, Jr. Act 1: 45;  Notes: 279
Key Club (Springbrook HS chapter) Act 3: 106, 107
King, Martin Luther, Jr. Act 1: 55;  Act 3: 109;  Comment: 150;  Dialogue: 96
Kiowa Co. (OK) Act 4: 160, 161;  Notes: 288
Kiowas Act 4: 161, 162;  Notes: 288
Kissinger, Henry Act 5: 219
Kitts, David B. Act 3: 124
Kleist, Heinrich von Act 4: 178
Klu Klux Klan (KKK) Act 1: 54
Knickerbocker Trust Company Act 1: 31
Knight, Joan Act 2: 78
Kocher family Coda: 270
Kocher, Harriet 17;  Act 2: 89;  Act 3: 100, 102
Kodak cameras Comment: 150
Kohlberg, Lawrence Act 6: 254
Komarraju, Meera Act 6: 236
Kouchner, Bernard Act 5: 212
Kristeva, Julia Act 5: 196
Krueger Beer Act 1: 39-49;  Act 2: 77;  Notes: 279
Krueger family Act 1: 39-52, 55;  Act 3: 112;  Coda: 264, 269, 270;  Dialogue: 222-23;  
Notes: 278, 279, 280
"Krueger-Scott Mansion" (WWW), ill. 4 Act 1: 55-56;  Comment: 320;  Dialogue: 150;  Illustration: 56, 137
Krueger, Berta Johana Laible Act 1: 41;  Act 5: 199
Krueger, Gottfried Act 1: 40-43, 55;  Act 5: 199, 203;  Comment: 320;  Coda: 267;  Notes: 
278, 279
Krueger, Katarina Horter Act 1: 41
Krueger, William (Bill) Act 1: 42-43;  Act 2: 67, 68
Kuhn, Reinhold Act 3: 111
Kuomintang Coda: 261
Kushon, Percy Act 4: 169
Kushon, Roy Act 4: 169
Kyrie eleison Notes: 299
L
L&M cigarettes Act 2: 83
La Fontaine, Jean de Act 5: 191;  Notes: 291
La Jolla (CA) 16;  Act 6: 224
Labor Day Act 2: 94;  Act 3: 102
Ladvocat, Camille Act 5: 199
Lagarias, Jeffrey Clark (Jeff) Act 3: 104
LaGuardia Airport (Queens, NY) Act 2: 64
Laguna Beach (CA) Act 4: 168
Laible, Johann Act 1: 40
laissez-faire Act 2: 54;  Act 4: 180;  Comment: 270
Lakmé (Delibes) Act 5: 220
Lakotas Dialogue: 186
Lamoignon family Act 5: 207
Lancaster (KS) Act 4: 178
land grant university Act 6: 227
land rush (OK) Act 4: 153;  Coda: 265;  Notes: 287
Lane, William Franklin (Bill) Act 2: 73
Langenbach, Dean Comment: 174
Langenbach, Judy Act 4: 169;  Comment: 174
language 12, 14, 15-16;  Act 3: 108;  Act 4: 177;  Act 5: 188-89;  Act 6: 249;  Coda: 
265, 267;  Comment: 322;  Dialogue: 65-96, 132;  Nota Bene: 15;  Notes: 
276
language study, French Act 3: 103, 108;  Act 4: 172;  Act 5: 190-91, 197, 219-20;  Notes: 291, 
292, 293
language study, German Act 1: 49;  Act 4: 174, 175;  Act 5: 219-20;  Act 6: 229;  Notes: 293
Laramie (Wyoming) Act 4: 181
last rites Comment: 263
last wills and testaments 11;  Act 1: 26, 32;  Act 2: 71
Latin Act 5: 202;  Act 6: 225
Latin America Act 2: 64, 80;  Act 6: 229;  Coda: 260
Latin quarter (Paris) Act 6: 230;  Nota Bene: 296
Laurent, Pierre-Henri Act 3: 118;  Notes: 286
Lawrence (KS) Act 4: 176, 177
Lawrence, D[avid] H[erbert] Act 3: 112
Lawrence, Marjorie Act 6: 227
Le Chevalier family Act 1: 33
Le Pavec, Michèle Act 5: 194
Le Pen, Jean-Marie Act 5: 211
Leach family Act 1: 27
Leach, Sarah Act 1: 27
learning outcomes Act 6: 246;  Notes: 296
"Leave It to Beaver" (TV series) Comment: 104
Leavenworth Co. (KS) Act 4: 161
Lee, Hannah Comment: 333
Lee, Jeremiah Comment: 333
Lee, John Comment: 333
Lee, Joshua B. (Josh) Act 4: 179;  Notes: 290
Lee, Robert J. (Bob) Act 4: 179-80
Legal Aid (MO) Coda: 260
Leibowitz, Michael Act 2: 83, 84
Leroyer de Chantepie, Marie-Sophie Act 5: 202-03
letters 11, 18;  Act 1: 38;  Act 2: 67;  Act 4: 155, 163;  Act 5: 181, 202, 207;  
Epigraph: 23;  Notes: 287, 292
Levertov, Denise 14;  Act 3: 118;  Notes: 276
Levin, Carole Act 3: 121;  Notes: 286
Levy, David Act 6: 244
Lewalski, Barbara Act 3: 111
Lewellyn Park (NJ) Act 2: 67;  Notes: 281
Lewis family (New York, NY) Act 1: 33
Lewis, Arnold M. 10;  Act 2: 67;  Notes: 275
Lewis, David Levering Act 3: 121
Lewis, Jemima Act 1: 33
Lewis, Meriwether Act 3: 107;  Act 6: 226;  Notes: 285
Lewis, Sinclair Act 3: 108
Lewisburg (PA) Act 3: 105
libraries. See each collection by name. 12
Library of Congress 12;  Comment: 119
Lieberman Produce Company Act 4: 175
Lieberman, Paul Act 4: 175
Liedloff, Helmut Act 6: 229
life course 15, 16;  Act 6: 254
life expectancy Act 1: 27-28
Life of St. Francis (Bonaventure) Illustration: 145, 206
lime-blossom tea 10
limerick (Sewell) Comment: 178
Lincoln, Abraham Act 6: 227;  Coda: 272, 273;  Notes: 298
Lindbergh, Charles Act 1: 51
linden trees (Notamiset) Notes: 277
Litchfield, R. Burr Act 3: 111, 112
literary theory, princples of (language) 14, 15
literature 14, 15;  Act 3: 110, 116, 118, 119;  Comment: 337;  Dialogue: 8;  Epi-      
graph: 23;  Notes:   276
Little Egypt (IL) Act 6: 250;  Notes: 297
"Living Room" (Gazette), ill. 5 Act 2: 72;  Illustration: 72, 138
Lodge, David Act 6: 248
logos Notes: 276
London (UK) Act 2: 60;  Act 5: 204, 207, 216
London Times Act 1: 36
Lone Wolf (OK) Act 4: 160-62, 165;  Dialogue: 151;  Illustration: 142, 161
"Lonely Day at Singing Beach" (Hooper and 
Rossi), titlepage ill.
1;  Act 1: 25, 26;  Illustration: 1, 26
Long Island (NY) Act 2: 68, 71
Longfellow Elementary (Pasadena, CA) Act 4: 166
Look Homeward, Angel (Wolfe) Act 1: 52
Lord, Douglas Act 2: 91
Lord's Prayer Act 3: 106
Lorraine (FR) Act 5: 212
Los Angeles (CA) Act 4: 164, 167, 174, 182
Los Angeles Intermational Airport Act 4: 174
Los Angeles State College. See California 
State University, Los Angeles.
Act 4: 171, 173
Louis XVI, King Act 5: 207;  Dialogue: 21
Louis-Philippe d'Orléans, King Act 3: 118;  Dialogue: 7
Louisianna Purchase Act 5: 212
Loutfi, Martine Act 3: 118;  Notes: 286
"Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock" (Eliot) Dialogue: 259;  Epigraph: 224;  Notes: 294
Loyd, Pamela (Pam) Act 6: 253
Lucky Jim (Amis) Act 6: 248;  Notes: 296
Luke, apostle/gospel of Act 3: 97;  Coda: 271
Lussey, Florence de Act 5: 193
Lust, Irwin Act 2: 74-75;  Notes: 282
Luther, Mrs. Act 3: 101
Lutheran Theological Seminary Comment: 104
Luxembourg Gardens (Paris) Act 5: 224
Luxembourg Palace (Paris) Act 5: 208
Lynn, Vera Act 5: 221
M
Mackenzie, Eugenia Edwards 9;  Act 2: 66;  Act 3: 104;  Notes: 275
Mackenzie, Foster Act 2: 66
Mackenzie, Kenneth (Kenny) Act 3: 104;  Notes: 275, 284
Macuto (Venezuela) Act 2: 80
Maczak, Monsieur Act 5: 191
Madison Co. (AL) Act 4: 160
Magaziner, Ira Act 3: 110, 116
Main River (BRD) Act 6: 224
Main Street (Lewis) Act 3: 108
Maine (ME) Act 1: 30;  Act 3: 107
Makanda (IL) Act 6: 250;  Notes: 297
Makanda Township (IL) 6;  Act 6: 224, 250;  Comment: 40;  Illustration: 146, 224;  Notes: 296
Makward, Christiane Act 5: 192
Malchow, Howard L. Act 3: 118;  Act 5: 216
Malcolm X (Malcolm Little, El-Haij Malik     
El-Shabazz)
Dialogue: 96;  Notes: 283
Mallard, William (Bill) Act 3: 124
Malone, Elizabeth Christine Smith (Popsie) 10;  Act 1: 50-51, 55;  Act 2: 64, 65, 68, 76;  Coda: 263;  Comment: 13, 
48;  Dialogue: 21-22;  Finale: 274;  Notes: 275, 276, 279, 280
Malone, William (Bill) Act 1: 51;  Act 2: 76
Manchester (CT) Act 1: 26
Manchester (NH) Act 1: 26
Manchester (UK) Act 1: 25;  Act 5: 204
Manchester (VT) Act 1: 26
Manchester-by-the-Sea (MA) Act 1: 25-26, 29, 30, 31, 38, 52;  Act 2: 71;  Comment: 29; Dialogue:  58-
59;  Illustration: 26, 133, 136;  Notes: 277
Mandarins (Beauvoir) Comment: 231
Manhattan Gas and Light Company Act 1: 34-35
Mann, Alfred Act 3: 124
Mann, Thomas 18
Mannheim (BRD) Act 1: 40
Manon (Massenet) Act 5: 219
Manor Care Comment: 90
Mansfield Park (Austen) Act 4: 183, 184
Marathon (GR) Act 3: 116
Marathon Runner Act 3: 115;  Notes: 285
Marborough-Bleinheim Hotel (Atlantic City, 
NJ)
Act 2: 79;  Notes: 282
Marcopoulos, George Act 3: 118;  Notes: 286
Marest, Pierre-Gabriel, Fr. Comment: 319
Mark, apostle/gospel of 15                                                                                                                    .
marriages / weddings 14;  Act 1: 36, 49;  Act 2: 67, 90, 94;  Act 3: 129;  Act 4: 175, 177, 185;  
Coda: 260-61;  Notes: 287
Marshall (OK) Comment: 153
Marshall Plan Act 5: 212
Martine, James Edgar Act 1: 47
Martinique (FR) Act 5: 209
Mary, Virgin Act 3: 98, 130;  Comment: 340;  Dialogue: 151;  Epigraph: 97
Maryland (MD) Act 1: 23-25;  Act 2: 76, 87;  Dialogue: 95;  Notes: 283
Maryland-College Park, University of Comment: 24
Mason, Elizabeth Act 3: 104
"Mass in B-Minor" (Bach) Act 3: 124
mass, Eucharistic Act 2: 76;  Act 3: 97, 106
Massachuetts Bay Colony Act 1: 25
Massachusetts (MA) Act 1: 27;  Act 3: 114, 155-56
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Act 3: 105
Massenet, Jules Act 5: 219
master's thesis (JSA) Act 3: 118;  Notes: 286
Mastering the Art of French Cooking (Child) Act 5: 190
Materials Technology Center (SIUC) Notes: 296
Matlock, Jann Notes: 287
Matthew, apostle/gospel of 15;  Notes: 285
Matthews, Glenna Act 3: 123
Maxwell, Elliot Act 3: 110
May 1968 events (FR) Act 3: 109;  Act 5: 190, 193;  Nota Bene: 296
Mayer, Jean Act 3: 118
McAlester (OK) Act 4: 181
McCarthy, Joseph Act 2: 86
McClelland, Julie Act 3: 126
McConnell, Winder Act 4: 175
McCormick, Janice Act 5: 193
McCrary, Suzanne Acknowledgements: 342
McDonalds (Paris) Act 5: 210
McKay, Donald Act 1: 32;  Illustration: 32, 136, 263
McKinley Elementary (Pasadena, CA) Act 4: 164, 166
McMaster University Comment: 235
McPherson, John R. Act 1: 41
McVeigh, Timothy Act 3: 126;  Notes: 289
Médecins du Monde Act 5: 212
Medford (MA) 16;  Act 3: 116
Medicare Act 2: 86
Medieval Academy of America Notes: 292
Mediterranean Sea Act 2: 80;  Act 4: 173-74;  Act 5: 211
Meighan, Comtessa Act 2: 66
Meinert family Act 4: 161
Meinert, Anna Marie Heim Act 4: 161
Meinert, Friedrich Act 4: 161
Melbourne (AU) Act 5: 200
Mellon Post-Doctoral Fellowship Act 3: 123
Mellon, Andrew Act 2: 63;  Notes: 281
Mellon, Paul Act 2: 63;  Notes: 281
Melville, Herman Act 1: 30;  Act 6: 235;  Comment: 325;  Dialogue: 58
Memorial Day Act 2: 60, 94;  Act 3: 97
memory, artifacts of 10;  Notes: 275
memory, collective / community of 6, 13, 16;  Act 1: 54;  Act 2: 62;  Act 4: 155;  Coda: 272-73;  Nota Bene: 
283;  Notes: 280, 288, 298
memory, historical 6, 11;  Act 2: 90; Nota Bene: 283;  Notes: 283, 288
memory, personal 6, 10-12, 17;  Act 1: 57;  Act 2: 62;  Act 3: 97;  Act 5: 221;  Act 6: 225;  
Nota Bene: 51, 219;  Notes: 275, 276
memory, selective 17-18;  Act 1: 55;  Comment: 17
Memphis (TN) Dialogue: 187
Mendelsohn, Herlene Gwen Act 3: 126
Meredith College Act 2: 78
Mericle, Paul Act 2: 75
Merkel, Angela Notes: 293
Mesguiche, Daniel Act 5: 196
Métropolitain de Paris (Métro) Act 5: 189, 209
Metropolitan Museum of Art Act 1: 37
Metropolitan Opera House  (New York, NY) Act 5: 189
Mexico (MX) Act 1: 30;  Act 3: 131;  Comment: 40
Mexico City (MX) Act 2: 80;  Act 3: 108
Meyers, Eunice Act 2: 91
Meyers, Saun Act 2: 91
Michelet, Jules Act 5: 203;  Comment: 215
Michigan Technological University Comment: 104
mid-Atlantic identity Act 5: 197;  Notes: 291
Middle Ages Act 4: 176-77;  Act 5: 205-07;  Dialogue: 258-59
middle class, business Act 5: 213;  Notes: 293
middle class, professional Act 5: 201, 213, 217-18;  Comment: 200;  Nota Bene: 203;  Notes: 293
Middlebury College Act 3: 104
Midwest (US) Act 3: 108, 121;  Act 4: 153, 184;  Act 6: 230;  Coda: 269;  Comment: 
231;  Notes: 295
migration, domestic Act 1: 30;  Act 2: 95;  Act 4: 153-57, 161, 175, 182-84;  Act 6: 226, 257;  
Nota Bene: 164, 182, 290
military service Act 3: 114-16
Miller, Arthur Act 2: 85;  Notes: 283
Miller, Jonathan Act 6: 244
Miller, Nancy K. Act 5: 197
Mills, Elizabeth S. Act 3: 104
Millsboro (DE) Act 1: 23
Millwood (KS) Act 4: 161
Milton, John Act 3: 111
Minnelied 2;  Notes: 275
Minnesota Act 3: 113, 128-29;  Comment: 113
Mississippi flyway Act 6: 224, 256
Mississippi River (delta, watershed) Act 3: 108;  Act 6: 224, 226, 250, 254;  Comment: 319;  Dialogue: 187;  
Nota Bene: 290
Mississippi State University Comment: 241
Missouri (MO) Act 1: 30;  Act 4: 155-57;  Coda: 270;  Dialogue: 186
Mitchell, Allan Act 3: 121
Mitchell, Thomas (Thom) Act 6: 236
Mitterrand, François Act 5: 195;  Notes: 286
Mnemosyne 2
mobility, social. See social mobility; also       
see social-class consciousness.
5
Moby Dick (Melville) Act 1: 30;  Act 6: 235;  Comment: 325;  Dialogue: 58 
Moët et Chandon Act 3: 130
Molière (Jean-Baptiste Poquelin) Act 5: 192
Mollier, Pierre Act 5: 204
Momaday, H. Scott Act 4: 154;  Notes: 287
monastic life, women's Act 5: 205-06
Monde (French newspaper) Act 5: 213
Mongolia Comment: 200
monikers, animal Act 6: 252
Montaigne d'Eyquem, Michel de Act 5: 202;  Act 6: 249;  Notes: 296
Montesole, Molly Act 2: 66
Montgomery Co. (MD) Act 2: 70, 81;  Act 3: 103;  Notes: 281, 282, 284
Montgomery, Ruth Act 2: 75;  Notes: 282
Montréal (CN) Act 3: 108;  Act 5: 191
Moracevich, June Act 3: 98;  Act 5: 192
Morgan, George W. Act 3: 111
Morrill Act (1862) Act 6: 227
Morris Library Act 6: 227, 249
Morris, Delyte W. Act 6: 227-28, 238;  Dialogue: 258;  Notes: 294
Mount Prospect Avenue (Newark, NJ) Act 1: 48
Mount Vernon College for Women Act 2: 76
Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus Nota Bene: 299
Mrs. K's (Silver Spring, MD) Act 2: 80;  Notes: 282
München, Universität Act 4: 176
Munich (BRD) Act 2: 66;  Act 4: 176
Musée d'Orsay (Paris) Act 5: 214, 215
Musée de Cluny (Paris) Act 5: 215
Musée du Louvre (Paris) Act 5: 214, 215
Musée du Quai Branly (Paris) Act 5: 218
Musée Guimet (Paris) Act 5: 218
Musée Marmattan (Paris) Act 5: 215
Musset, Alfred de Notes: 275
My Fair Lady (musical) Notes: 281
myocardial infarction (heart attack) Act 1: 39
myth 15;  Act 5: 191;  Comment: 270
N
Nabokov, Vladimir Notes: 276, 283
"Nach grűner Farb" (Praetorius) Act 5: 202
Naples (IT) Act 2: 66
narrative, about 5-6, 12-14, 18-20;  Act 4: 155;  Dialogue: 21-22;  Nota Bene: 6, 15;  
Notes: 275, 276
Nassau Act 1: 53;  Act 2: 68
Nation of Islam Act 6: 232
National Collegiate Athletic Association 
(NCAA)
Act 6: 246
National Endowment for the Humanities 
(NEH)
Act 3: 123, 124;  Dialogue: 131
National Heritage Museum Act 1: 34
national identity 5;  Act 5: 192, 197-98, 209, 216-18;  Coda: 260-63;  Comments: 322; 
Notes: 291, 292
National Merit Scholars (Brown) Act 3: 109
Native Americans. See also by tribal name. Act 2: 55;  Act 4: 153, 155;  Coda: 265;  Comment: 55;  Dialogue: 151, 
187;  Notes: 287, 288
Navajo Reservation (AZ) Act 2: 60, 78
Navajos 15;  Act 2: 83;  Act 4: 184-85;  Dialogue: 186
Naval Communication Station (Nea Makri, 
GR)
Act 3: 115-16;  Notes: 285
Naval Ordinance Laboratory (NOL) Act 2: 91;  Act 3: 102, 106;  Comment: 102
Naval Surface Weapons Center (NOL) Comment: 102
Nazi Party, German Act 1: 55;  Act 2: 66
Nea Makri (Greece) Act 3: 115;  Act 6: 224
Necessary Losses (Viorst) 17;  Notes: 276
"Neither Out Far Nor In Deep" (Frost) Comment: 17
Nepal Comment: 200
Netherlands (NL) Act 1: 32;  Coda: 262
Nettles, Jacqueline Pierson (Jackie) Act 2: 76
Neusner, Jacob Act 3: 111
New Amsterdam Act 1: 33
New Deal (US) Act 2: 86, 89;  Act 4: 179;  Comment: 81
New England Act 1: 25, 28, 53;  Act 3: 103;  Act 4: 155;  Illustration: 133
New Hampshire (NH) Act 1: 26, 30
New Haven Road (Pasadena, CA) Act 4: 181;  Comment: 174
New Jersey (NJ) Act 1: 40, 44, 48, 55
New Jersey Assemby Act 1: 41, 45
New Jersey Court of Errors and Appeals Act 1: 41
New Jerusalem Act 1: 27
New Kent (VA) Act 4: 159
New Mexico (NM) Act 2: 78;  Act 4: 154, 161, 184-85;  Illustration: 161
"New Mexico Landscape" (Robinett), ill. 9 Act 4: 154;  Dialogue: 150;  Illustration: 142, 154
New Orleans (Louisiana) Act 6: 224, 254;  Notes: 297
New Year's Day Act 2: 60, 94
New York (NY) Act 1: 30, 40, 53;  Act 2: 63, 64, 65, 66, 68, 84;  Act 4: 164;  Comment: 
331;  Dialogue: 258;  Notes: 278
New York / Manhattan (NY) Act 1: 32-40, 52;  Act 2: 69, 72, 79, 85, 86;  Act 3: 112;  Act 4: 175;  
Coda: 261;  Comment: 40, 72, 102, 331, 335;  Notes:  277-78
New York Harbor Realty Act 1: 31
New York Metropolitan Opera Act 5: 189
New York Times Coda: 268;  Comment: 13
New York University Act 2: 69;  Act 3: 116
New Yorker (magazine) Act 4: 178;  Illustration: 147, 247
Newark (NJ) Act 1: 39-52, 55-56;  Act 2: 66, 91;  Act 5: 203;  Coda: 267;  Comment: 
40, 108, 320;  Dialogue: 151; Illustration: 56, 137; Notes: 278, 279, 280
Newark Morning Star Act 1: 44
Newark Star-Eagle Comment: 13
Newark Star-Ledger Act 1: 44
Newfoundland (CN) Coda: 261
Newman, John Henry Act 6: 225, 257;  Comment: 327;  Notes: 294, 297, 298
Newport Beach (CA) Act 4: 168, 181;  Nota Bene: 171
Ney, Robert William (Bob) Act 2: 91;  Act 5: 213
Nicene Creed Act 3: 106
Nichols, Charles H. Act 3: 111;  Notes: 277
Niemeyer, Mrs. Act 3: 103
Nigeria Coda: 262
Nile River (Egypt) Act 6: 250
Nixon, Richard M. Act 2: 87
Nokia cellphones Comment: 150
Noonan, Raymond (Ray) Act 2: 72;  Comment: 72
Norman (OK) Act 4: 175, 178, 180, 181;  Notes: 289
Norman, "Bill" Act 2: 74
Norman, Charles (Charlie) Act 2: 74
Normandy (FR) Act 5: 212
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) Act 3: 115;  Act 5: 212
North Carolina (NC) Act 2: 60, 79;  Dialogue: 95, 186
North Central Association Act 6: 246;  Comment: 246
North Chester Street (Pasadena,                       
CA)
Act 4: 164-65, 179, 181, 183-84;  Comment: 174
North Shore Airport (Queens, NY) Act 2: 64
North Shore, Massachusetts Bay Act 1: 26, 27, 30;  Act 3: 103
Northampton (UK) Act 4: 184
Northern Colorado, University of Act 4: 163
Northwest Branch Estates (Silver Spring,      
MD)
Act 2: 74
Northwood HS (Silver Spring, MD) Act 3: 102




Notamiset Act 1: 29, 39;  Act 2: 64;  Act 4: 185;  Notes: 290
Notes, quotations in the margins of Nota Bene: 276, 278, 280, 283, 286, 288, 290, 293, 296, 298, 299
Notre Dame de Paris Act 5: 214
Notre Dame, University of Act 6: 233
Noxzema Skin Cream Act 1: 24
Nudleman, "Mama" Act 3: 101
Nugent, James R. Act 1: 46
Nugent, Thomas Act 1: 46
"Nuits d'été" (Berlioz and Gautier) Act 5: 190ff.;  Comment: 190
Numbers Epigraph: 342
nuns / women religious 2;  Act 5: 219;  Dialogue: 222-23
Nuremburg Trials Act 2: 69
Nutter, John B. Act 2: 70;  Notes: 281
Nye, Mary Jo Act 3: 123;  Notes: 286
Nye, Robert A. (Bob) Act 3: 123;  Act 6: 229;  Notes: 286, 295
O
O'Day, "Buster" Act 2: 74
O'Dell, Marion Act 4: 166
O'Dell, Martha Act 4: 166
O'Dell, Vincent (Vinny) Act 4: 166
O'Donnell's (Washington, DC) Act 2: 93
O'Keeffe, Georgia Act 4: 153;  Notes: 287
Oak Hollow (Burnt Mills Hills, Silver       
Spring, MD)
Act 2: 70;  Illustration: 72, 83, 138, 139
Obama, Barack 6;  Act 3: 114
Observant Reform Movement Act 5: 205-06;  Dialogue: 222
obsessive-compulsive personality Act 4: 179
Ocean City (MD) Act 1: 24-26;  Act 2: 69, 73, 77, 79, 80, 81, 93;  Act 3: 102;  Act 5: 190;  
Comment: 72;  Illustration: 18, 135;  Notes: 282
Ocean City Light Tackle Club                         
(OCLTC)
Act 2: 73, 80, 87;  Notes: 282
OCLTC derby Act 2: 69, 77, 80;  Notes: 282
Ocracoke Island (NC) Act 2: 77
Odeonsplatz (Munich) Act 4: 176
Offen, Karen M. Act 6: 230;  Notes: 295
Officer's Candidate School (OCS) Act 3: 115
"Oh, Lady Be Good" (tune) Act 2: 67
Ohio River Act 6: 226
oil bubble Act 3: 123
Oil City (PA) Act 1: 39
Okies Act 4: 182;  Comment: 167;  Dialogue: 131-32
Oklahoma (OK) Act 2: 90;  Act 3: 122, 124, 129;  Act 4: 153-54, 157, 159, 160, 161, 164, 
166-67, 177, 179, 182, 183;  Act 6: 224, 252;  Coda: 264-65;  Comment: 
153, 167, 174; Dialogue: 131-132, 151, 186;  Nota Bene: 182;  Notes: 
287, 288, 289, 290
Oklahoma City (OK) Act 3: 128;  Act 4: 157, 166, 167, 175, 181;  Notes: 289
Oklahoma Panhandle Act 4: 184
Oklahoma School of Osteopathic Medicine Act 4: 178
Oklahoma State University Act 3: 123
Oklahoma, University of (OU) Act 3: 123, 124;  Act 4: 175, 176, 179;  Act 5: 200
Olbrich, William (Bill) Act 3: 122
Old Baronial silverware Act 1: 50
Old Forester Bourbon Act 2: 82
Old Spice aftershave Act 1: 23
Oldfield, Elizabeth Act 2: 64
Olympia (GR) Act 3: 115
opera. See works by name. Act 5: 199, 219
Opéra Bastille (Paris) Act 5: 189, 219
opera glasses Act 2: 69;  Act 5: 219
Opéra royal du château de Versailles Comment: 190
Orange (NJ) Act 1: 32;  Comment: 335
Order of the Garter, motto of Act 6: 238
Oregon Inlet (NC) Act 2: 80
Oregon State University Act 6: 230
Oregon, University of Act 6: 252
Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD)
Comment: 270
Origin of Species (Darwin) Act 3: 124
Orleanists Dialogue: 7
Orrechioni, Pierre Act 5: 194
Otter, Anne Sofie von Comment: 190
Oxford, University of Act 5: 201
Ozark Mountains Act 6: 226;  Dialogue: 186
"Ozzie and Harriet" (TV series) Act 2: 88;  Act 6: 230-31;  Notes: 283
P
Pacific Coast Highway (CA) Act 4: 181
Pacific Ocean Act 1: 3;  Act 3: 108, 121;  Act 4: 185;  Act 6: 224;  Comment: 167;  
Dialogue: 58
Page, Nell Rowden Act 4: 154, 156;  Notes: 288
Pagnol, Marcel Act 6: 230;  Notes: 295
Pakistan (PK) 10;  Act 5: 218
Palais de la Justice (Paris) Act 5: 208
Palais Garnier (Paris) Act 5: 189
Palais Royal (Paris) Act 5: 208, 220
palimpsests 19
Palmer, Nigel F. Act 5: 201
Palmes, James (Jimmy) Act 5: 203
Paloma Street (Pasadena, CA) Act 4: 164, 165
Pan-American International Airways Act 2: 64;  Coda: 262
panic of 1907 Act 1: 54
Panthéon (Paris) Act 5: 214
parakeets, Anne Winston's Act 4: 168-69
Parc de Montsouris (Paris) Act 6: 224-25
Parc des Buttes-Chaumont (Paris) Act 6: 224
Parents-Teachers Association (PTA) Act 2: 87
Paris (FR) 16;  Act 3: 98, 120;  Act 5: 188ff.;  Act 6: 224-25, 231, 249;  Coda: 265;  
Comment: 231;  Nota Bene: 211, 296;  Notes: 290ff.
Paris Plage Act 5: 210
Park Avenue (New York, NY) Act 3: 112
Park Avenue (Orange/East Orange, NJ) Act 1: 32, 51;  Act 2: 63
Parkinson's Disease Act 4: 180
Pasadena (CA) Act 4: 164-66, 167-72, 175, 178, 181, 184;  Comment: 81, 167, 174;  
Notes: 288, 289
Pasadena City College Act 4: 172
Pasadena City HS Act 4: 169, 172
Pasadena Freeway (CA) Act 4: 181
Pasadena Public Library Act 4: 169;  Comment: 174
Pascal, Blaise Act 5: 198;  Notes: 292
Passage Boiton (Paris) Act 5: 188
Passaic River (NJ) Act 1: 40
Patterson, Charles Robert Act 1: 32;  Act 2: 71;  Coda: 263;  Illustration: 32, 136, 263
Paul, apostle (2 Timothy) Act 4: 156
Paul Masson Blush Act 2: 82
Paxton, Robert O. Act 5: 197;  Notes: 291
PBL (Problem-Based Learning) Act 6: 235;  Comment: 235
Peace Corps Act 3: 103
peach(es) Act 6: 228;  Dialogue: 259;  Epigraph: 224;  Notes: 295
Pearl Harbor (HI) Act 2: 86
Peck, Robert D. (Bob) Act 3: 125-26
Pencak, William A. (Billy) Act 3: 121;  Notes: 286
Penn State Press Act 5: 205
Pennsylvania (PA) Act 1: 34;  Notes: 278
Pennsylvania State University Act 5: 192
Pennsylvania, University of Act 3: 104, 123, 125;  Act 5: 217
Penny, Janice Wilson Stringer (Jan) Act 4: 156, 157, 182
Penny, Lawrence Act 4: 182
Petites Madeleines 10;  Notes: 275
Petition to the (US) Commissioner of Claims Comment: 160
Petranic family Act 4: 171
pets Act 2: 86-87;  Act 4: 168-69;  Act 6: 252
Peuple (Michelet) Comment: 215
PhD, characterizations of Act 4: 177
Phi Beta Kappa Act 3: 112
Philadelphia (PA) 16;  Act 3: 125
Phillips Seminary Act 3: 122
Phillips University Act 3: 122-26,130; Act 4: 177,178,184; Act 6: 235, 238, 241; Notes: 286
photography 9, 17-18;  Act 2: 78-79, 82-83;  Act 3: 102;  Act 4: 152, 165;  Coda: 263;  
Dialogue: 150-51;  Notes: 287
Piaf, Edith Act 5: 221;  Comment: 220
"Picket Guard" (Beers) Act 1: 36
Pictorial Manchester (Hooper and Rossi) Illustration: 133
Picture of Dorian Gray (Wilde) Comment: 215
Pierce Arrow Corporation Act 2: 51
Pierce, Mary Act 1: 27
Pierson, Evelyn Allen (Evie) Act 1: 37, 39;  Act 2: 76, 77;  Dialogue: 59
Pierson, Lewis E. Act 1: 39;  Notes: 278
Pierson, Lewis E., Jr. Act 1: 39;  Act 2: 64, 76
Place de Rungis (Paris) Act 5: 210
Place des Vosges (Paris) Act 5: 215;  Act 6: 230
plains Act 3: 108;  Act 4: 152-54, 167, 184, 185;  Coda: 264-65;  Comment: 125;  
Nota Bene: 157
plant life, southern Illinois Act 6: 250;  Comment: 319;  Notes: 296, 297
Plato (MO) Act 1: 53
Playboy Act 3: 127
Plaza Hotel (New York, NY) Act 1: 32
Pleasant Hope (MO) Act 4: 155
poetry. See works by name. 14, 15;  Act 1: 36;  Act 3: 97, 120;  Act 4: 153;  Act 5: 190ff.;  Act 6: 225, 
231, 235, 251; Coda: 269, 272;  Comment: 17, 178, 190, 267;  Epigraph: 
5, 224;  Notes: 297
Poignant Relations (JSA) Act 5: 202;  Comment: 302;  Notes: 292
Poirier, Madame Act 5: 192
Polk Co. (MO) Act 4: 155, 156
Pompei (IT) Act 2: 66
Poor Clares Act 5: 206;  Dialogue: 222-23
Popkin, Jeremy D. Comment: 329
Popular French Romanticism (JSA) Act 3: 119-20;  Notes: 286
popular mass culture, impact of Act 2: 67, 88, 91-92;  Act 3: 119, 127;  Act 6: 230-31;  Comment: 104;  
Notes: 281, 283
Port Washington (NY) Act 1: 39
Portsmouth (UK) Act 4: 184
Poshard, Glenn Act 3: 114;  Act 6: 239;  Notes: 296
post-modern Europe Act 5: 217;  Notes: 293
Potomac River Act 1: 36;  Act 3: 106
Potter, Harry (J.K. Rowling novel series) Act 5: 210
Potter, Peter J. Act 5: 205
Powell, Tyler D. Act 3: 116
Praetorius, Michael Act 5: 202
prairie Act 4: 153-54;  Act 6: 226;  Comment: 167;  Epigraph: 152;  Illustration: 
142, 154;  Nota Bene: 157;  Notes: 287
"Prairie Sunset" (Whitman) Comment: 167
Prescott, Andrew Act 5: 214
Prince, Gerald J. Act 3: 125;  Notes: 286
Princeton Preparatory School Act 2: 63
Princeton University Act 1: 46, 47;  Act 3: 112, 124
privilege, historical 6, 11, 12, 18-19;  Act 1: 52-56;  Act 2: 85-92;  Comment: 299
privilege, social Act 2: 85-92;  Coda: 270, 272;  Notes: 298
Problem-Based Learning (PBL) Act 6: 235;  Comment: 235
Progressive Era Act 1: 35, 42, 46
Prohibition Act 1: 42, 54;  Act 2: 85
prose fiction. See works by name. 8, 13;  Act 3: 118, 120;  Act 4: 166
Protestant faith Act 4: 156;  Notes: 288
Protestant Reformation Act 5: 206;  Dialogue: 222
Proust, Marcel 10;  Act 3: 97;  Coda: 272;  Comment: 337;  Epigraph: 9;  Notes: 275, 299
Provence (FR) Act 5: 209;  Comment: 319
Providence (RI) 16;  Act 2: 78;  Act 3: 108;  Comment: 113
Providence Baptist Church (Polk Co., MO) Act 4: 156
Prudential Insurance Act 1: 44
Psalms Act 1: 30;  Act 2: 85
Psychology, Department of (SIUC) Notes: 295
public education 5;  Act 3: 99, 100-105, 109;  Act 4: 156, 158-59;  Notes: 284
publishing, book Act 3: 116-17
Purdy, Phoebe J. (Madame) Act 5: 191
Puritans Act 1: 25, 27
Purple Heart medal Act 2: 86;  Act 4: 178
Putnam, Robert D. Act 2: 87;  Notes: 283
Pygmalion (Shaw) Notes: 281
Q
quadrupeds, indigenous Act 4: 153
quartz rock 11;  Act 2: 83;  Coda: 266
Québec (CN) Act 1: 37;  Act 3: 108;  Act 5: 191
Quie, Albert H. (Al) Act 3: 113;  Comment: 113
Quie, Fred. See Quivik, Frederic. Act 3: 104
quilting Act 4: 162;  Notes: 288
Quioque (NY) Act 1: 31;  Act 2: 79
Quivik, Frederic (Fred Quie) Act 3: 104, 113;  Comment: 104
Quivik, Melinda Comment: 104
R
rabbit liver pâté Act 3: 130
Rabelais, François Act 5: 189
racism Act 2: 89-90;  Act 6: 231;  Coda: 270;  Dialogue: 95-96;  Notes: 283-84, 
298
Radcliffe College Act 3: 105
Ragan, Bryant T., Jr.  (Tip) Act 3: 123
railroad spike 11;  Act 4: 185;  Coda: 266
Raison Triomphante, lodge (Paris) Act 5: 203-04
Raleigh (NC) Act 2: 78
Ramada Inn effect Act 6: 230
Rand McNally Act 4: 161
Rassias method, language instruction Act 4: 178;  Notes: 289
reading, history of (France) Act 3: 125;  Act 5: 202
Reagan, Nancy Act 2: 75
Reagan, Ronald Act 4: 179;  Notes: 290
"Realists vs. Idealists" (Fradon), ill. 14 Acknowledgements: 342;  Act 6: 247;  Dialogue: 151;  Illustration: 147, 
247
Recession, Great Notes: 280
Reconstruction Act 1: 42
Red Army (Soviet) Coda: 261
Red River Act 4: 160
Redmond, Robert (Bob) Act 3: 109
Redon, Odilon Act 4: 181
Reeser, Edwin B., III (Ed) Act 3: 113-114;  Notes: 285
registers, church and court 11;  Act 1: 26, 27, 28, 33
Regnault, Henri Act 5: 194;  Dialogue: 151;  Illustration: 144, 194;  Notes: 291
Rehabilitation Institute (SIUC) Notes: 295
Remembrance (Rogers brothers) Act 3: 97;  Notes: 284
Renaissance portraiture Dialogue: 151
Renooz-Moro, Céline Act 5: 203, 207
Republican Party (US) Act 3: 113, 114
research imperative, university Act 6: 229-31, 233-34
Reserve Officers' Training Corps (ROTC) Act 2: 88
Retzbachweg (Freiburg) Act 5: 200
reunification, German Act 5: 214
Revere, Paul Act 2: 71;  Act 3: 103
Revolutionary War (US) Act 1: 28, 30;  Act 3: 103, 111;  Act 4: 160
Rhine River Act 5: 198, 201, 205, 216
Rhode Island (RI) 16
Ribeauvillé (FR) Act 5: 216;  Notes: 293
Richard Eaton Foundation Comment: 24
Richmond (VA) Act 1: 30
Richmond, University of Act 2: 77;  Act 3: 112
Ricoeur, Paul 20;  Notes: 276
Rio Grande River Act 4: 184
Riquewihr (FR) Act 5: 216;  Notes: 293
rituals, familial Act 2: 60-62, 80-81, 93-94;  Comment: 63;  Coda: 264;  Epigraph: 60
rituals, religious 9-10, 14-15;  Act 2: 60-62;  Act 3: 106, 129;  Comment: 263;  Notes: 275, 
287
Roaring '20s/ Jazz Age Act 1: 37;  Act 2: 67, 85
Robb, Graham Notes: 294
Robert, Monsieur Act 5: 188
Robertson, Cheryl Ann Act 3: 126
Robinett, D[eborah] Jane Winston Acknowledgements: 342;  Act 4: 170-71, 171, 178, 180-81, 181, 183;  Act 
5: 216;  Coda: 261;  Nota Bene: 171;  Notes: 290
Robinett, James Kevin (Kevin) Act 4: 154, 161, 178, 180-81;  Dialogue: 150;  Illustration: 142, 154
Robinett, Richard Xavier Act 4: 178, 180-81
Rocard, Michel Act 5: 215
Roche, John P. Act 3: 118
Rocky Mountains Act 3: 108
Rodeo (Copland) Act 5: 220
Rodeo Drive (CA) Act 4: 181
Rogation Days 6
Rogers brothers Act 3: 97;  Notes: 284
Rogers, William Penn Adair (Will) Dialogue: 186;  Notes: 290
Rölvaag, O[le] E[dvart] Epigraph: 152
Roman Catholic Church Act 5: 205
romanticism, social history of, French Act 3: 119-20;  Act 5: 199, 219;  Notes: 286, 294
Rome (IT) Act 2: 66
Ronaldo (Ronaldo Luís Nazário de Lima) Act 5: 195
Roome family Act 1: 32-37, 53, 55;  Act 6: 237;  Coda: 264, 269;  Notes: 278
Roome, Anna Catharine Wheeler Act 1: 35
Roome, Charles Act 1: 34-35;  Act 5: 203;  Notes: 278
Roome, Charles, commendation for bravery Act 1: 34
Roome, Claudius (Claude) Act 1: 35;  Comment: 335
Roome, Janettje Jans Act 1: 33
Roome, Jemima Lewis Act 1: 33
Roome, Nicholas Act 1: 33-34;  Act 5: 203
Roome, Pieter Willemse Act 1: 33
Roome, William Harris (Harris) Act 1: 35;  Comment: 335
Roome, Williem Jansen Act 1: 33
Roosevelt, Franklin D. Act 4: 179;  Comment: 81, 86, 150
Root Boy Slim. See Mackenzie, Kenneth. Act 3: 104;  Notes: 275, 284
"Roots and Growth" (Tufts) Act 3: 117;  Act 6: 235
rosary, history of the Act 5: 205;  Comment: 340;  Notes: 292
Rose Parade (Pasadena, CA) Act 4: 169;  Comment: 174
Rosenmeier, Jesper Act 3: 117
Ross, John Dialogue: 186
Rossi, Alfred J. Act 1: 26;  Illustration: 1, 26;  Notes: 277
ROTC (Reserve Officers' Training Corps) Act 2: 88
Roth, Henry (Call It Sleep) Comment: 331;  Notes: 276
Roth, Philip (American Pastoral) Act 1: 56;  Notes: 280
Rotterdam (NL) Act 1: 32
Rousseau, Jean-Jacques 13;  Coda: 267;  Comment: 329;  Notes: 275, 276, 298
Route 29/Colesville Pike (MD) Act 2: 74;  Act 3: 108;  Notes: 283
Route 58 (US) Act 4: 184
Route 66 (US) Act 4: 182, 183;  Nota Bene: 182, 290;  Notes: 290
Route 113 (DE) Act 1: 23
Route 404 (DE) Act 1: 23
Route 412 (OK) Act 4: 184;  Notes: 290
Rowden family Act 4: 154-57;  Coda: 270;  Dialogue: 186-87;  Notes: 288
Rowden, Bettie Abel Act 4: 154;  Dialogue: 186-87;  Finale: 274;  Notes: 287, 290
Rowden, Elisha Act 4: 156
Rowden, Finis Act 4: 156
Rowden, Hobert Act 4: 156
Rowden, Joseph Act 4: 156
Rowden, Mac Albert Act 4: 156
Rowden, Margaret Act 4: 156
Rowden, Thomas Jefferson Act 4: 156
Rubens, Peter Paul Act 5: 194
Rue Barrault (Paris) Act 5: 189, 196
Rue Cadet (Paris) Act 5: 204
Rue Chapon (Paris) Act 5: 192
Rue des Vertus (Paris) Act 5: 192
Rue Ginoux (Paris) Act 5: 192
Rue Jean-Ferrandi (Paris) Act 5: 192
Rue Martin-Bernard (Paris) Act 5: 188
Russell, Willy Act 6: 256;  Notes: 297
Russo, Richard Act 6: 248;  Notes: 295, 297 
S
sacramental moments. See baptisms, confir- 
mations, mass, weddings, last rites, and fu-    
nerals.
Coda: 260
Sacré Coeur Basilica (Paris) Act 5: 214
Saint/Sainte. See St./Ste. or the figure's name. 12
Saint-Exupéry, Antoine de Nota Bene: 299;  Notes: 299
Salamanca, Universidad de Act 5: 217
sale-lease back Act 3: 124, 125
Salem (MA) Act 1: 26, 27, 28, 30;  Comment: 29
Salem cigarettes Act 2: 84
Salinger, J[erome] D[avid] Act 2: 75;  Notes: 282
Salle des Manuscrits (BN) Act 5: 193
Salt Lake City (UT) 16
Saluki, SIUC mascot Notes: 297
Saluki Way (SIUC) Act 6: 239
Sulzfeld (BRD) Act 1: 40
Samford University Comment: 235
San Clemente (CA) Act 4: 168
San Diego (CA) Act 4: 121, 128
San Gabriel Mountains Act 4: 165
Sand, George (Aurore Dupin) Act 5: 203;  Notes: 275
Sanders, Claude ("Dutch") Act 4: 161
Sanders, Theodore (Ted) Act 6: 238
Santa Barbara (CA) Act 4: 173
Santa Fe (NM) Act 4: 184-85;  Notes: 290
Santa Monica (CA) Act 4: 181;  Nota Bene: 171
sapere aude (Kant) Act 6: 256;  Notes: 297
Saratoga Downs (NY) Act 1: 51
Sarthes (FR) Act 5: 209
Sartre, Jean-Paul Act 5: 201;  Act 6: 231;  Comment: 231;  Notes: 287
"Saturday Night Waltz" (Copland) Act 5: 220;  Comment: 220
Sayfarth Shaw Comment: 102
Sayles Hall (Brown) Act 3: 110
Schama, Simon (Landscape and Memory) Notes: 290
schizophrenia Act 4: 178;  Notes: 289
Schönberg (Freiburg) Comment: 316
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) Act 3: 111
Scholes, Robert (Bob) Act 3: 111, 112;  Notes: 285
Schor, Naomi Comment: 302
Schreiner, Susan Act 3: 122
Schroeder family Coda: 266
Schroeder, Frederick (Fred, Red) Act 2: 86, 90
Schultz, Herman Act 1: 41
Schulz, Juergen Act 3: 111
Scotland (UK) Coda: 262
Scott, Louise Act 1: 55;  Comment: 320
Scott, Walter (Sir) Coda: 262
Scotts Bluff (Nebraska) Act 4: 181
Secret Service (US) Comment: 150
Sedalia Cattle Trail Dialogue: 186
Sedgwick, Gerald Act 3: 102
segregation, racial Act 1: 25;  Act 3: 102
Seine River Act 5: 188, 210
Selective Service System Act 2: 88;  Act 3: 113
Seneca, Joseph J. Nota Bene: 278
senior thesis (JSA) Act 3: 112;  Notes: 285
senses 10;  Act 6: 225;  Coda: 263-65;  Comment: 263, 310, 322
September 9, 2001 (9/11) 5, 19;  Act 5: 213
Serell, Beverly Act 4: 166, 168
Seton Hall College (University) Act 1: 49
Sewell, Brutus "Porc" Comment: 178
Sewell, Thomas (Tommy) Comment: 178
Sex Change Band Act 3: 104
Shakespeare, William Act 3: 97, 130;  Act 4: 172;  Act 6: 251;  Notes: 284, 287, 297
shared governance, university Act 6: 236-240;  Nota Bene: 238;  Notes: 295
Sharpsburg (MD) Act 1: 30
Shaw, George Bernard Act 2: 68;  Act 6: 256; Notes: 281
Shaw, Linda Act 3: 104
Shawnee National Forest Act 6: 226;  Act 6: 250;  Dialogue: 258
Sheffield, University of Act 5: 191
Shelton, Don Comment: 333
Shepler, Frederic J. (Fred) Act 3: 118
Sherwin Williams Act 2: 91
Shipps, Kenneth W. (Ken) Act 3: 124
Shiprock (NM) Act 4: 185
Siddons, Mrs. Act 3: 101;  Notes: 284
sight, sense of Act 4: 152ff.;  Epigraph: 142
Silver Spring (MD) 16;  Act 2: 60, 70, 76, 80, 82, 92;  Act 3: 103;  Act 6: 224;  Coda: 265;  
Comment: 71, 102;  Illustration: 72, 83, 138, 139;  Notes: 280
Silver Star medal Act 4: 178
silverware Act 1: 50;  Act 3: 97-99, 130;  Coda: 264;  Notes: 284
Simmons, Ruth J. Act 3: 109;  Notes: 285
Simon, Jean-Claude Act 5: 193
Simon, Paul Martin Act 3: 114;  Notes: 247
Simon, Suzanne Act 5: 193
Simpson, Robert (Bob) Act 3: 122
Singer Island (FL) Act 2: 74
Singer, Peter Coda: 270;  Notes: 298
Sisyphus Epigraph: 188
SIU Board of Trustees Act 6: 238
SIU School of Medicine Act 6: 235;  Comment: 235
SIUC. See Southern Illinois University Car- 
bondale.
Act 6: 224
SIUC massacre of the 104 (1973) Act 6: 228
sixth sense Act 6: 254ff.;  Coda: 265
Skidmore, June Pierson (Junie) Acknowledgements: 342;  Act 2: 76;  Notes: 275, 277, 281, 290
Skinner, Mary S. Notes: 292
Slapout (OK) Act 4: 184
slavery, in US Act 1: 25, 30, 34;  Act 3: 109;  Act 4: 159;  Act 6: 226-27;  Comment: 55, 
227;  Notes: 277, 285
Sligo Elementary (Silver Spring, MD) Act 3: 102
Small World (Lodge) Notes: 296
smallpox Act 1: 26
smell, sense of Act 1: 23ff.; Comment: 322;  Coda: 263-64
Smith family Act 1: 39-40, 43-52, 53:  Act 2: 64, 65, 76;  Act 3: 112;  Coda: 264, 269, 
270;  Notes: 278-80
Smith, Gottfried Krueger (Go) Act 1: 51;  Act 2: 64, 66, 68, 76, 77;  Coda: 261
Smith, James Patrick (Jim Sr.) Act 1: 43
Smith, James Patrick (Boss, Jim Jr.) Act 1: 43-49 (45, 47);  Act 3: 114;  Act 4: 179;  Coda: 267;  Comment: 48;  
Notes: 279, 280
Smith, James (Jim III) Act 1: 39, 43, 45, 49-52;  Act 5: 190;  Comment: 13;  Notes: 281
Smith, James (Jim IV, Jim) 9;  Act 1: 51;  Act 2: 64, 66, 68, 76, 77;  Notes: 275, 280 
Smith, Kathyrn Elizabeth (Kate) Act 5: 221;  Comment: 220
Smith, Katherine R. Nugent (Kate) Act 1: 45, 46, 47, 48
Smith, Laura Buchanon Act 1: 51;  Act 2: 76, 77;  Notes: 280
Smith, Leonard Act 4: 164
Smith, Lillian Christine Krueger (Lillie) Act 1: 39, 43, 45, 49-52 (50);  Act 2: 62, 65;  Notes: 280
Smith, Mary Act 4: 164
Smith, Mary Rose Act 1: 48
Smith, Rosemary (Tiki) Coda: 262
Smith, Rosario de Blanck Act 1: 51;  Act 2: 76, 77;  Coda: 261;  Notes: 280
smoking, tobacco Act 1: 23;  Act 2: 62, 78, 83, 84, 85-86
Smoot, Pamela Act 6: 236
Snider's Super Foods (Silver Spring, MD) Act 3: 100;  Notes: 280
Snodgrass, William (Bill) Act 3: 122;  Act 6: 255
Snyder, Lydia Act 2: 69
Snyder, Nelson Act 2: 69
sociability Act 2: 72-77
social media 12
social mobility 5;  Act 1: 29, 33, 39, 53-54;  Act 2: 89;  Act 3: 105, 109;  Act 5: 217-18;  
Coda: 268;  Comment: 86, 270, 307, 313, 320, 322, 331;  Notes: 277, 
278, 298
Social Register Act 1: 39;  Coda: 268
Social Security Administration Act 2: 86
social-class consciousness Act 1: 33;  Act 2: 63, 70, 89-92;  Act 4: 183;  Act 5: 190, 196, 220;  Coda: 
269, 272;  Comment: 63, 90; Notes: 277, 278, 281, 283, 291, 298
Socratic dialogue Act 6: 235
Solomon, King Act 5: 199
Solomon, Howard M. Act 3: 118;  Notes: 286
"Somewhere over the Rainbow" (tune) Act 2: 67
Song of Songs / Cantique des cantiques Act 5: 199
sonnet (Shakespeare) Act 3: 97;  Act 6: 251;  Notes: 284, 297
Sontag, Susan 17;  Notes: 276
Sony cellphones Comment: 150
Sorrento (IT) Act 2: 66
Sound of Music (musical) Act 2: 92;  Notes: 283
sound, sense of Act 5: 188ff.;  Coda: 265;  Comment: 310
"Sous le dôme épais" (Delibes) Act 5: 220;  Comment: 220
South Carolina (SC) Dialogue: 186
Southern at 140 (SIUC) Comment: 246;  Notes: 296
Southern at 150 (SIUC) Act 6: 239
Southern Illinois Normal College Act 6: 227
Southern Illinois University Carbondale 
(SIUC)
Act 6: 224, 226-49 ;  Comment: 195;  Dialogue: 258-59;  Notes: 294
Southern Illinois University Edwardsville 
(SIUE)
Act 6: 227;  Notes: 294
Southwest (US) Act 4: 184, 185
Southwestern State College (OK) Act 4: 158-59, 162
Southwestern State College instructor Act 4: 158-59
Soviet Union (USSR) 5;  Act 2: 69;  Act 3: 101, 105;  Coda: 261;  Comment; 102
Spacek, Mary Elizabeth (Sissy) Act 2: 75
Spain Act 4: 173;  Act 5: 208;  Comment: 270
Spanish flu (1918) Act 1: 52;  Notes: 280
"Specimen Days" (Whitman) Notes: 297
Speculum (Medieval Academy of America) Notes: 292
Spilka, Mark Act 3: 112
Spiritual Exercises (Ignatius of Loyola) Comment: 263
Spitzweg, Carl Act 4: 167
Springbrook HS (Silver Spring, MD) Act 3: 103-05
Springfield (IL) Act 6: 227
Springfield (MO) Act 4: 155, 156
sprue Act 2: 59
Sputnick Act 3: 101
SS Carinthia Act 2: 68
SS France Act 2: 80
St. Elizabeth of Hungary Act 5: 206
St. Francis of Assisi Act 5: 206
"St. Francis and the Sheep" (Bondorf), ill.       
12
Act 5: 206;  Dialogue: 151;  Illustration: 145, 206
St. George Smith, Frederick (Fred) Act 1: 39;  Act 2: 76, 79
St. George Smith, Katharine Allen (Kay) Act 1: 37, 39;  Act 2: 64, 76, 77, 79
St. Georgen (Freiburg) Act 5: 200, 201;  Comment: 207
St. John's Church (Beltsville, MD) Act 2: 75, 85, 87, 92;  Notes: 282
St. John's College Act 4: 184;  Notes: 290
St. Lawrence, Gulf of Coda: 261
St. Lioba (Freiburg) Act 5: 200
St. Louis (MO) Act 4: 155;  Act 6: 227, 230;  Notes:288,  292, 298
St. Luke in the Fields, Church of (New           
York, NY)
Act 1: 34
St. Mark's Church (Fairlane, MD) Act 2: 75;  Notes: 282
St. Mark's Church (Westhampton, NY) 10;  Act 1: 32;  Act 2: 67
St. Mary's College (DE) Act 1: 44
St. Paul im Lavanttal (AT) Act 5: 208
Staatsbibliothek Berlin Act 5: 207;  Notes: 292
Stanford University Act 6: 230
Starbucks (Paris) Act 5: 210
Statue of Liberty (Bartholdi) Act 5: 212
Ste. Anne de la Butte aux Cailles, Eglise        
de (Paris)
Act 5: 188
Ste. Clothide, Eglise de (Paris) Act 5: 194
Steeves, Jackie Act 3: 122
Stein, Gertrude Comment: 215;  Dialogue: 259;  Notes: 293
Steinbeck, John Act 3: 108;  Act 4: 182;  Nota Bene: 290;  Notes: 290
Steinhart family Dialogue: 21-22;  Notes: 276
Steinhart, Frank, Jr. (Frankie) Act 1: 50;  Act 2: 65, 66, 68;  Dialogue: 21-22;  Nota Bene: 276
Steinhart, Frank, Sr. (Papa) Dialogue: 22
Stewart Lane (Silver Spring, MD) Act 3: 102
Stewart, Mr. Act 4: 172
Stith, James Act 2: 88, 95;  Dialogue: 95
Stith, Lucy 17;  Act 2: 83, 88, 89;  Act 3: 102;  Dialogue: 95-96;  Finale: 274;  Notes: 
283-84
Stone Center (SIU) Act 6: 228
Stone family (Silver Spring, MD) Act 2: 90
Stone, Lawrence Nota Bene: 286
Stone, W. Clement Act 6: 228
Stories of the Rose (Winston-Allen) Act 5: 205;  Notes: 284, 292
StoryCorps project 12
Straight Man (Russo) Notes: 294, 296
Strasbourg (FR) Act 3: 128;  Act 5: 216;  Dialogue: 222-23
Stratas, Teresa Act 5: 199
Stringer family Act 4: 167
Stringer, Carl Act 4: 167
Stringer, Carol Act 4: 167
Stringer, Gary Act 4: 167
Stringer, Janice. See Penny, Janice Wilson  
Stringer.
Act 4: 156
Sringer, Janann Act 4: 167
Stringer, Phyllis Act 4: 167, 174
stroke Act 1: 38
Strong, William L. Act 1: 35
Stuck, Alan Act 6: 250
students, SIUC Act 6: 229,  231-33, 235
studium generale (Newman) Act 6: 225-26, 257;  Comment: 327;  Notes: 294, 297, 298
Stuttgart (BRD) Comment: 200
Stuyvesant, Peter Comment: 331
Suburban Maryland Builders Association Act 2: 70
Suffel, Jacques Act 5: 193-194, 203;  Notes: 291
Sufragan Bishop of the Armed Forces Notes: 275
Sully, Thomas Act 2: 78
Sulzfeld (BRD) Act 1: 40;  Dialogue: 222
Summa Cum Laude Act 4: 158
Sunset Parkway (Asheville, NC) Act 1: 52
superbia Coda: 271;  Notes: 298
Suresnes (FR) Comment: 215
Sutherland family Act 5: 204-05
Sutherland, Allis (Daisy) Act 1: 36, 37
Sutherland, Anna Catharine Roome Act 1: 32, 36, 37, 55;  Comment: 335;  Notes: 278
Sutherland, Charles Act 1: 35
Sutherland, Louie. See Allen, Louie Suther-  
land
Act 1: 32-33
Sutherland, Louis Volz Act 1: 32, 35, 53;  Notes: 277
Swabia (BDR) Act 5: 200
Sweden Comment: 270
Switzerland (CH) Act 2: 65;  Dialogue: 150
Symcox, Don R. Act 4: 179
Symcox, Mary Louise Lee Act 4: 179;  Notes: 290
Syracuse University Press Act 3: 120
T
Taipei (Taiwan) Coda: 261
Tales of the Gold Rush (Harte) Act 3: 108
Tammany Hall (New York, NY) Act 1: 35
Tanzania Coda: 260
Taos (NM) Act 4: 173, 184
tariff, trade Act 1: 45
taste, sense of Act 2: 60ff.;  Coda: 265
Taylor, Audrey St. George Smith Act 2: 76, 83
Taylor, Moses Act 1: 34
teaching in higher education Act 4: 157-59;  Act 6: 231-36
technical universities, German Act 5: 217
technology, computer Act 6: 231, 249;  Comment: 102, 125
technology, transportation Act 2: 64;  Act 3: 107;  Coda: 231
Teener, Karen Act 3: 126
television Act 2: 88;  Act 4: 171;  Comment: 104;  Notes: 283, 299
Templehof Airport (Berlin) Act 2: 80
Tennessee Act 4: 155, 160, 179
Tepl, Johannes von Act 4: 176-77
Texas (TX) Act 3: 122;  Act 4: 164;  Act 6: 239
Texas A&M University Act 6: 239
TGV (Train à Grande Vitesse) Act 5: 210
Thailand Act 5: 218
Thanksgiving Act 2: 61, 83, 94;  Act 4: 180
theater (including musicals). See works by 
name.
Act 2: 67, 85, 92;  Act 3: 97, 120, 130;  Act 5: 192, 196, 208, 219;  Act 6: 
230, 256;  Coda: 264, 269, 270;  Nota Bene: 122;  Notes: 283, 284, 287, 
295, 297, 298
thematic design Notes: 276
"This is Carbondale" (Arthur Agency) Comment: 319
Thompson Woods (SIUC) Dialogue: 258
Thompson, Jo Annie Act 4: 165
Thoreau, Henry David Act 1: 56;  Act 3: 110;  Notes: 280
Tia Juana Steak House (Enid, OK) Dialogue: 131
Tiffany and Company Act 2: 71
Times Herald (Washington, DC) Act 2: 64
Timothy, Paul's epistles to Act 4: 156;  Notes: 288
Tinker AF Base (Midwest City, OK) Act 4: 166
titlepage illustration ("Lonely Day at Sing-    
ing Beach")
1;  Act 1: 26;  Illustration: 133
Tito, Josip Broz (Marshal) Act 3: 115
"To Learn the Transport by the Pain" (Dick-     
inson)
Act 3: 120
Tocqueville, Alexis de Act 4: 153;  Dialogue: 186-87;  Nota Bene: 157;  Notes: 287
Tokyo (Japan) Coda: 261
Tolstoy, Leo 17;  Notes: 276
Tomahawk cruise missile Act 4: 179
Topaz (Pagnol) Act 6: 230;  Notes: 295
Toronto (CN) Act 2: 68
Torossian, Agnès S. (Mademoiselle) Act 5: 191
touch, sense of Act 3: 97ff.;  Coda: 264-65
Touraine (FR) Act 5: 209
Trail of Tears (Cherokee) Dialogue: 186-87
Traité des sensations (Condillac) 10;  Comment: 263;  Notes: 275
transcendentalism Act 4: 155, 156
Traveler's Aid Desk Act 3: 128
Traviata (Verdi) Act 5: 199
Troop 291, Boy Scout Act 3: 106
Troyes (FR) Act 5: 193
Truffaut, Jacques Act 5: 190
Truman, Harry S. Dialogue: 151
Truth in Tuition (IL) Act 6: 241
Tso, John Coda: 260
tuberculosis Act 1: 52
Tubman, Harriet Act 1: 25
Tuck family Act 1: 27
Tuck, Sarah Act 1: 27
Tufts University Act 3: 116-20, 122;  Act 6: 235;  Notes: 285
Tulsa (OK) Act 4: 178, 180;  Dialogue: 131
Turkey Act 3: 115
Twain, Mark (Samuel Clemens) Act 3: 108;  Act 6: 228, 251;  Notes: 295, 297
U
UCC (University Core Curriculum) Act 6: 240-43, 244, 245, 247, 255;  Comment: 235, 241
UHP (University Honors Program) Act 6: 243-46, 247
Ukraine Comment: 40
Union Equity Corporation Act 4: 177
Union Hill (Makanda Township,                      
IL)
Act 6: 250
Union League (New York, NY) Act 1: 32
United Grand Lodge of England Act 5: 214
United Kingdom (UK) Act 5: 212;  Act 6: 256;  Coda: 262
United Nations (UN) Act 5: 213
University Core Curriculum (UCC) Act 6: 240-43, 244, 245, 247, 255;  Comment: 235, 241
University Honors Program (UHP) Act 6: 243-46, 247
university, origins of the Act 6: 236;  Notes: 296
university life Act 6: 226-49;  Nota Bene: 286
Updike, John Act 6: 244
Urbana-Champaign (IL) Act 6: 227
US Air Force Act 2: 78, 88
US Army Act 2: 86
US Civil Service Act 4: 163, 182
US Congress Act 3: 113
US Constitution Act 1: 42;  Act 3: 114;  Comment: 160
US Department of Agriculture (USDA) Act 2: 60;  Comment: 241
US Department of Defense Act 3: 102
US Department of Education Act 3: 124
US Food and Drug Administration Comment: 102
US House of Representatives Act 3: 114;  Act 4: 179;  Notes: 297
US House Republican Conference Act 3: 113
US Merchant Marine Act 2: 86
US Naval Reserve Act 2: 88;  Act 3: 113
US Navy Act 2: 80, 86;  Act 3: 115;  Comment: 113
US News and World Report Act 3: 124
US Postal Service Comment: 81
US Public Health Service Act 2: 78
US Senate Act 3: 114;  Act 4: 179;  Comment: 48
US Southern Commission Comment: 160
US Supreme Court Act 3: 102
Utah (UT) Act 2: 53
V
Valençay Act 2: 93
Valéry, Paul Comment: 337
Van Gelder, Hester Act 1: 33
Van Meter, A.D., Jr. Act 6: 238
Van Vleck, Louise Act 2: 74
Van Vleck, Perry B. Act 2: 73;  Notes: 282
Vanderbilt, Amy Coda: 271;  Notes: 298
Vauban (Freiburg) Comment: 207
Vaucluse (FR) Act 5: 190, 209
Vaudoyer, Jean-Louis Act 5: 194, 195;  Notes: 291
Venice (IT) Act 2: 66;  Act 3: 111
Verdi, Giuseppi Act 5: 199
Verlaine, Paul Act 5: 191;  Act 6: 251;  Notes: 291
Vermont Act 1: 26, 30
Verona (IT) Act 2: 66;  Comment: 108
Vichy Regime (FR) Act 5: 212
Victoria, Queen (UK) Notes: 280
"Vie en Rose" (Piaf) Act 5: 221;  Comment: 220
Vienna (AT) Act 5: 208;  Coda: 260, 261;  Illustration: 148, 260;  Notes: 297
Vietnam Act 3: 105
Vietnam War (US) Act 2: 88;  Act 3: 109, 113;  Act 4: 166, 177;  Act 6: 227;  Comment: 113;  
Notes: 289
Vikings Coda: 261
Villa Gazzolo (Verona) Act 2: 66;  Comment: 108
Village en Vaucluse (Wylie) Act 5: 190-91
"Villanelle" (Gautier) Act 5: 190ff.;  Comment: 190
Viorst, Judith 17;  Notes: 275
Virginia (VA) Act 1: 25;  Act 2: 73;  Act 4: 159, 160;  Act 6: 252;  Notes: 297
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State 
University (VPI)
Act 2: 78
Virginia, University of Act 2: 77;  Act 6: 229
Vitello, Giovanni Comment: 195
Vogel, Carl Epigraph: 260;  Notes: 298
Voltaire (Jean-Marie Arouet) Act 6: 232;  Notes: 295
Vyverberg, Henry (Hank) Act 6: 229
W
Walden (Thoreau) Act 1: 56;  Act 3: 110;  Act 6: 254;  Notes: 280
Walden Pond Act 6: 226, 254
Wall Street (New York, NY) Act 1: 31
Wallingford (CT) Act 2: 63
Walton, Whitney Notes: 292
Walvoord, Barbara Act 6: 233
Warsaw Pact, dissolution of Act 5: 211
Washington (DC) Act 1: 30, 45;  Act 2: 69, 71, 74, 76, 82, 84, 89, 92, 93;  Act 3: 95, 105, 
107, 113;  Act 4: 179;  Act 5: 196;  Comment: 24, 40, 71, 150;  Notes:    
275
Washington Place (Newark, NJ) Act 1: 43, 48
Washington Post Act 3: 122
Washington Street (Manchester, MA) Act 1: 30;  Comment: 29;  Dialogue: 58-59
Washington Suburban Sanitary Commis-     
sion (WSSC), incl. work advice
Act 3: 108, 114
Washington University in St. Louis Act 6: 230
WASPs (White Anglo-Saxon Protestants) Act 1: 55;  Act 2: 88, 90;  Coda: 270
wasps in church Notes: 282
Watergate Act 2: 87;  Comment: 113
"We'll Meet Again" (Smith) Act 5: 221;  Comment: 220
Weatherford (OK) Act 4: 157, 158, 163;  Notes: 288
Weber, Max Act 6: 238
wedding cake 11;  Act 1: 50;  Coda: 266
weddings / marriages 14;  Act 1: 36, 49;  Act 2: 67, 90, 94;  Act 3: 129;  Act 4: 175, 177, 185;  
Coda: 260-61;  Dialogue: 131;  Notes: 287
Weidenmeyer, Gustave Act 1: 49
Weight, Donovan Acknowledgements: 342
Weiner, Jay Act 3: 102;  Comment: 102
Weinstein, Arnold Act 3: 111
Wellesley College Act 3: 124
Wendler, Walter V. Act 6: 239
Wessell Library (Tufts) Act 3: 120, 122
West Nile virus Act 6: 252
West Orange (NJ) Act 2: 67
West Plam Beach (FL) Act 2: 80
West Side Story (musical) Notes: 283
Western Cattle Trail Act 4: 156
"Western Civilization since 1750" (SIUC) Act 6: 231-32
Western Michigan University Act 5: 205
Westhampton (NY) 10;  Act 1: 29-32, 39;  Act 2: 64, 71, 79, 83, 84-85; Act 6: 225; Dialogue: 
59
Westhampton Beach (NY) Act 1: 29-32;  Act 2: 63
Westmont College Act 4: 172, 173, 181
Wexford (IR) Act 1: 45
Wharton, Edith Act 1: 33;  Act 5: 215;  Notes: 278
wheat, winter Act 4: 153, 157;  Notes: 287
Wheaton, Robert (Bob) Act 5: 215
Wheaton, Barbara Ketcham Act 5: 215
Wheeler, Anna Catharine Act 1: 35
Wheeler, Edith Act 2: 74, 90-91
Wheeler, William B. (Bill) Act 2: 74, 90-91
White Anglo-Saxon Prostestants (WASPs) Act 1: 55;  Act 2: 88, 90;  Coda: 270
White Hotel (New York, NY) Act 2: 63
White House Comment: 113, 150
White Mountain (MD) Act 3: 106
White Oak (Silver Spring, MD) Act 2: 81
White Oak Jr. HS (Silver Spring, MD) Act 3: 103
White, Miss Act 3: 101
Whitehead, Alfred North Act 5: 190;  Act 6: 234;  Notes: 291, 295
Whitman, Walt Act 4: 153;  Coda: 272;  Comment: 167;  Notes: 297, 298
Widener Library (Harvard) Act 3: 119;  Comment: 119
Wien, Universität Coda: 261
Wilburton (OK) Act 4: 175
Wilde, Oscar 19;  Comment: 215
wildlife, southern Illinois Act 6: 251-52, 254;  Notes: 296, 297
Will Rogers International Airport (Oklaho-   
ma City, OK)
Act 3: 128
William and Mary College Act 3: 104
Williams, Elizabeth Act 3: 123
Williams, Frederick (Rick) Act 6: 244
Williams, John Skelton Act 1: 48
Williams, Robert Act 3: 123
Williams, Tennessee Coda: 270;  Notes: 298
Wilmington (DE) Act 1: 44
Wilshire Boulevard (CA) Act 4: 181
Wilson family (OK) Act 4: 156-58, 182;  Coda: 265, 266, 270
Wilson-Gorman Tariff (1894) Act 1: 45
Wilson, Anna Mae Rowden (Mamie) Act 4: 156-157, 166-67
Wilson, Doris Act 4: 155, 156, 157, 158, 180
Wilson, Evelyn Act 4: 156
Wilson, Francis (Frank) Act 4: 156-57, 166-67
Wilson, Louise Act 4: 156
Wilson, Mary Act 4: 156
Wilson, Nan Lenore Act 4: 156
Wilson, Paul Act 4: 156
Wilson, Woodrow Act 1: 46-48, 55;  Act 3: 114;  Comment: 48;  Notes: 279
Wind, Sand, and Stars (Saint-Exupéry) Nota Bene: 299;  Notes: 299
"Windhover" (Hopkins) Act 6: 225
Windsor (NC) Act 4: 160
wine 15;  Act 1: 57;  Act 2: 61, 76, 82, 83, 84, 92, 93;  Act 4: 173;  Act 5: 190;  
Comment: 195;  Notes: 276
Wines family farm Act 1: 31;  Notes: 277
Wing, Clara S. (Mademoiselle) Act 5: 191
Winston family Act 4: 159-62, 166, 167, 182, 183;  Coda: 265, 270;  Comment: 167;  
Nota Bene: 164;  Notes: 288
"Winston family farm" (private collec-         
tion), ill. 10
Act 4: 161;  Dialogue: 150;  Illustration: 143, 161
Winston slaves (Charles, Saul, Miah) Act 4: 159
Winston, Anne. See Winston-Allen, C.                            
Anne.
Act 2: 82
Winston, Anthony Act 4: 159
Winston, Caroline Meinert Act 4: 161-62
Winston, Clarence Act 4: 161
Winston, Frances May Wilson (Fran) 17;  Act 2: 60;  Act 4: 153, 155, 157-159, 162-67, 168, 170-71, 172, 174, 
180, 182-83;  Nota Bene: 164;  Notes: 288
Winston, Francis D. Act 4: 160;  Notes: 288
Winston, Frederick (Fred) Act 4: 161
Winston, Henry, Duke of Marlborourgh Act 4: 160
Winston, Isaac Act 4: 159
Winston, Robert (Bob) Act 4: 152, 159, 160, 161-67 (163, 164), 168, 170, 174, 180, 182, 183;  
Dialogue: 131:  Nota Bene: 164;  Notes: 288
Winston, Robert Fontaine Act 4: 160;  Notes: 288
Winston, William Act 4: 159
Winston, William (Captain) Act 4: 159
Winston, William Carroll Hurt Act 4: 160-62 (161)
Winston-Allen, C[arol] Anne (Annie) 2, 10;  Acknowledgements: 342;  Act 2: 60, 82, 90;  Act 3: 122, 128-30 
(129);  Act 4: 152-154, 163-184 (172, 176-77);  Act 5: 188, 198, 199-202, 
205-07, 215, 219-20;  Act 6: 229, 247, 250, 251;  Coda: 264, 265, 268;  
Comment: 174, 200, 207, 216, 340;  Dialogue: 131-32, 222-223;  Illus-   
tration: 129, 141, 149, 265;  Notes: 284, 289, 290, 292, 294                              
WINX radio Comment: 24
Wisconsin-Milwaukee, University of Act 3: 113
witchcraft trials (Salem, MA) Act 1: 27
Wizard of Oz (film) Act 2: 67;  Notes: 281
Wolfe, Thomas Act 1: 52
Woltersdorf, Nicholas Act 3: 124
Woman of No Importance (Wilde) Comment: 215
women's history Act 1: 27;  Act 4: 156;  Act 5: 202-05;  Notes: 288, 292
women's medieval religious art Act 5: 206-07;  Dialogue: 222-23
Wonder Woman (comic books) Act 4: 166;  Notes: 288
wood (trees, woods) Act 1: 24, 26, 29, 54;  Act 2: 61, 70;  Act 3: 98, 103, 107;  Act 4: 154, 156, 
158, 161, 168, 170, 185;  Act 5: 192, 200-01, 207, 208, 215, 218;  Act 6: 
224, 226, 250-53, 257;  Coda: 272;  Comment: 174, 190, 207, 319;  Dia-        
logue: 222, 258;  Notes: 277, 296
Wood, Gordon S. Act 3: 111
Woodward (OK) Act 4: 179
WOOK radio Comment: 24
work advice (WSSC) Act 3: 114
World Book Encyclopedia Coda: 262
World Cup, soccer (1998) Act 5: 195
World War I Act 1: 42, 48, 51, 54;  Act 2: 85;  Act 5: 199, 212;  Comment: 215
World War II Act 2: 63, 68-69, 86;  Act 4: 164, 166, 178;  Act 5: 195-96, 207, 212;  Act 
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